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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the time that a r e l a t i v i s t i c description of 
physical systems became necessary, people have looked for 
a covariant equation which describes an interacting re la-
t i v i s t i c two-body system. The most orthodox too l to use 
for t h i s purpose i s f i e l d theory, ала for a long time the 
standard procedure was to extract from i t some "ef fect ive 
potent ia l", and then insert th is potential in a one-parti­
c le equation such as the Schrodinger or Dirac equation ' . 
Such a description of the interaction has been successful 
in some cases such as the meson-exchange force in nucleon-
nucleón scattering , but in general th i s reduction to an 
e f f ec t ive one-particle system can hardly be j u s t i f i e d ; for 
example the nucleon-exchange force in pion-nucleon scat ter -
ing 'cannot be treated in th is way. 
In order to provide a more general framework the 
Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation was proposed . I t i s a 
l inear integral equation for the r e l a t i v i s t i c two-body 
Green's function, which describes the propagation of the 
two-body system in space-time. The equation i s manifestly 
9 
сovariant. Apart from the relativistic kinematics the dif­
ference with the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation is 
the retarded nature of the relativistic interaction and, 
related to this, the many-body structure of the equation. 
This retardation is expressed in the integral equation in 
the form of an extra degree of freedom, called the "rela^ 
tive time" variable, which is introduced to guarantee the 
covariance of the equation. This variable caused already 
from the outset difficulties with respect to the physical 
interpretation of the BS equation, and the question arose 
if there existed physically acceptable solutions at all. 
It is at this moment impossible to answer this question 
for the complete BS equation. Almost all studies have been 
restricted to the "ladder approximation" , in which the 
kernel of the integral equation is approximated by the 
lowest order term of its expansion in the coupling strength. 
In the remainder we will often use the term "BS equation" 
θ 9 
for the ladder approximation. For this case Wick » showed 
that if the energy of the system is restricted to the bound 
state region, there exist solutions with physically accep­
table properties, but also "abnormal" solutions, which are 
closely related to the presence of the relative time va­
riable (they disappear in the limit of instantaneous in-
10 
teraction), and do not correspond to eigenatates of the to-
tal Hamiltonian. Their presence is not a consequence of the 
ladder approximation, and at the moment it is not clear 
how these abnormal solutions should be interpreted . 
Unfortunately a direct confrontation with experiment 
of the BS equation was not possible for a long time, be-
cause its complicated structure, even in the ladder approxi-
mation, allowed only solutions in closed form for very 
special unphysical situations · The only cases where re-
alistic systems were considered and solved approximately, 
were seme calculations of small corrections in quantum elec-
trodynamics ^, but the nature of the approximations affec-
ted the BS equation itself in such a way that the success 
of these calculations could hardly be considered as an ex-
perimental test of the BS equation. The numerical studies 
of the BS equation were initiated by Schwartz l2 and 
Zemach 13, and caused an increasing interest for this 
li»-25 
type of work in the last few years · However, most 
of these calculations11*"21 were restricted for reasons 
of simplicity to experimentally unknown systems, for ex-
ample spinless particles without internal quantum numbers. 
Of course some general features can already be studied with 
them, but it will be more interesting to apply the BS equa-
II 
tion to an experimentally well-known system . In par-
ticular one would like to know if i t is technically possi-
ble to solve the BS equation for such a case, and if so, 
whether there is some qualitative, or even quantitative 
agreement with experiment, or not, 
This question is investigated in the following chap-
ters· The system under consideration is the pion-nucleon 
(ÏÏN) system for scattering at lov energies, about which we 
have rather accurate experimental information26 . 
In chapter II a summary is given of those experimen-
ta l facts which are relevant for our considerations, to-
gether with seme of the theoretical models which have been 
proposed for their explanation. 
In chapter III the BS equation ie derived and some of 
i ts general properties vhich will be used in the remainder, 
are discussed* 
The BS integral equation for irN scattering is diffi-
cult to solve with standard matrix inversion techniques. 
However, it turned out to be possible to obtain the solu-
tion by conatructing the Fade approximants27 from the 
coefficients of its perturhation expansion. This method is 
known to be a very effective way of eumming divergent se-
ries, and even for convergent series it is often preferable 
12 
above the ordinary Taylor series summation. 
Chapter IV is devoted to a short survey of the Fade 
28—30 · · 
method , and its rate of convergence is investigated 
in some nonrelativistic potential models 31~33 , in order 
to get an impression of its practical applicability in re-
lativistic scattering theory. 
In chapter V a detailed derivation is given of the 
scattering equations for the nN system in the ladder approxi­
mation with N exchange аз force. This mechanism has been 
chosen because from other models ^  it is expected to be 
mainly responsible for the existence of the Г resonance. 
One of the advantages of the BS equation, compared 
to (¡ізрешоп relation methods, is that it contas even 
in tie lier щтшк soie klát effects te to 
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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the time that a r e l a t i v i s t i c description of 
physical systems became necessary, people have looked for 
a covariant equation which describes an interacting r e l a -
t i v i s t i c two-body system. The most orthodox too l to use 
for t h i s purpose i s f i e l d theory, and for a long time the 
standard procedure was to extract from i t some "effect ive 
potefttial", and then insert this potential in a one-parti-
c le equation such as the Schrodinger or Dirac equation . 
Such a description of the interaction has been successful 
in some cases such as the meson-exchange force in nucleon-
nucleón scattering , but in general th i s reduction to an 
e f f ec t ive one-particle system can hardly be j u s t i f i e d j for 
example the nucleon-exchange force in pion-nucleon scat ter -
ing 'cannot be treated in th is way. 
In order to provide a more general framework the 
Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation was proposed . I t i s a 
l inear integral equation for the r e l a t i v i s t i c two-body 
Green's function, which describes the propagation of the 
two-body system in space-time. The equation i s manifestly 
9 
covariant. Apart from the relativiatic kinematics the dif-
ference with the nonrelativistic Sehrodinger equation is 
the retarded nature of the relativistic interaction and, 
related to this, the many-hody structure of the equation. 
This retardation is expressed in the integral equation in 
the form of an extra degree of freedom, called the "rela-
tive time" variable, which is introduced to guarantee the 
covariance of the equation· This variable caused already 
from the outset difficulties with respect to the physical 
interpretation of the BS equation, and the question arose 
if there existed physically acceptable solutions at all. 
It ia at this moment impossible to answer this question 
for the complete BS equation. Almost all studies have been 
restricted to the "ladder approximation" , in which the 
kernel of the integral equation is approximated by the 
lowest order term of its expansion in the coupling strength. 
In the remainder we will often use the term "BS equation" 
8 9 
for the ladder approximation. For this case Wick · showed 
that if the energy of the system is restricted to the bound 
state region, there exist solutions with physically accep-
table properties, but also "abnormal" solutions, which are 
closely related to the presence of the relative time va-
riable (they disappear in the limit of instantaneous in-
10 
teraction), and do not correspond to eigenatates of the to-
tal Hamiltonian. Their presence is not a consequence of the 
ladder approximation, and at the moment it is not clear 
how these abnormal solutions should be interpreted . 
Unfortunately a direct confrontation with experiment 
of the BS equation was not possible for a long time, be-
cause its complicated structure, even in the ladder approxi-
mation, allowed only solutions in closed form for very 
special unphysical situations 9 · The only cases where re-
alistic systems were considered and solved approximately, 
were seme calculations of small corrections in quantum elec-
trodynamics l l t but the nature of the approximations affec-
ted the BS equation itself in such a way that the success 
of these calculations could hardly be considered as an ex-
perimental test of the BS equation. The numerical studies 
of the BS equation were initiated by Schwartz 12 and 
Zemach 13, and caused an increasing interest for this 
11* —2 5 
type of work in the last few years . However, most 
of these calculations^-21 were restricted for reasons 
of simplicity to experimentally unknown systems, for ex-
ample spinless particles without internal quantum numbers. 
Of course some general features can already be studied with 
them, but it will be more interesting to apply the BS equa-
11 
t ion t o an experimentally well-known system . In par­
t icu lar one would l ike t o know i f i t i s technica l ly possi­
ble to solve the BS equation for such a case, and i f so , 
whether there i s some qual i tat ive, or even quantitative 
agreement with experiment, or not. 
This question i s investigated in the following chap­
t e r s . The system under consideration i s the pion-nucleon 
(πΝ) system for scattering at low energies, about which we 
have rather accurate experimental information 2 6 . 
In chapter II a summary i s given of those experimen­
t a l facts which are relevant for our considerations, t o ­
gether with seme of the theoret ica l models which have been 
proposed for the ir explanation. 
In chapter III the BS equation i s derived and some of 
i t s general properties which w i l l be used in the remainder, 
are discussed. 
The BS integral equation for πΝ scatter ing i s d i f f i ­
cult t o solve with standard matrix inversion techniques. 
However, i t turned out t o be possible t o obtain the solu­
t ion by constructing the Fade approximants2 7 from the 
coef f ic ients of i t s perturbation expansion. This method i s 
known t o be a very ef fect ive way of summing divergent s e ­
r i e s , and even for convergent ser ies i t i s often preferable 
12 
above the ordinary Taylor series Bummation. 
Chapter IV i s devoted to a short survey of the Fade 
2 Й—3 0 . . . 
method , and its rate of convergence is investigated 
in some nonrelativistic potential models 3 1~ 3 3
 t in order 
to get an impression of its practical applicability in re-
lativietic scattering theory· 
In chapter V a detailed derivation is given of the 
scattering equations for the irN system in the ladder approxi­
mation with N exchange as force. This mechanism has been 
chosen because from other models ^  it is expected to be 
mainly responsible for the existence of the IT resonance. 
One of the advantages of the BS equation, compared 
to dispersion relation methods, is that it contains even 
in the ladder approximation some inelast ic effects due t o 
multiparticle intermediate s ta tes . Since i t has become in­
creasingly clear that inelast ic effects are important in 
2 6 
t h e description of low energy πΝ scattering , i t i s in­
terest ing to see what the BS equation predicts in t h i s case. 
Below 2 GeV (CM energy) the ine las t ic i ty is mainly due t o 
one-pion production. The ladder BS equation does not in­
clude a l l inelast ic effects however, and above the ine­
las t ic threshold uni tar i ty is violated. I t i s possible t o 
restore uni tar i ty for energies in the one-pion production 
region Ъу a lowest order renormalieation of the nucléon 
propagator in the Green's functiont This "bubble" propaga-
tor is explicitly calculated in chapter VI, some of i t s 
properties are discussed, and finally the possibility is 
considered of using such a propagator as a model for irN 
scattering in the Рц partial wave, which has the quantum 
numbers of the nucleón. 
Since a major part of the work has been spent on 
computational problems, we discuss in chapter VII some 
aspects of this silent struggle. 
The uneasiness about the meaning of the "relative 
time" variable in the BS equation has led to the construc-
tion of other covariant equations which do not require 
such an additional parameter. An equation of this type was 
• » 3 5 
first proposed by Logunov and Tavkhelidze , and later on 
also considered by Blankenbecler and Sugar ; it has some 
advantages above the corresponding BS equation: the ab-
sence of the "relative time" variable avoids the problem 
of removing the singularities due to the Lorentz metric of 
the propagators} in the BS equation this is done by a 
transformation to Euclidean metric (Wick rotation ), 
which cannot be rigorously justified. Moreover, the fact 
that there is one integration variable less than in the 
14 
BS equation, considerably s impl i f ies the problems of nume­
r i c a l solut ion. Another feature i s that unitar i ty i s in­
corporated in a more systematic way: the simplest version 
i s very similar t o a Lippmann-Schwinger equation with re-
l a t i v i s t i c kinematics, and s a t i s f i e s e l a s t i c unitarity at 
a l l energies. In the renainder we w i l l refer t o i t as 
"BBS equation". As a next step 3-particle un i tar i ty can be 
exactly incorporated, e t c . Because in some cases the BBS 
equation turned out t o behave qual i tat ive ly the same as 
the ladder BS e q u a t i o n 1 5 · 3 7 , i t can be used as a prelimi­
nary study in those cases where the BS equation i s techni­
ca l l y d i f f i cu l t t o so lve. This philosophy i s used in chap­
ter VIII, where the я i s included as exchange mechanism, 
and in addition a coupling i s introduced with a σΝ s t a t e , 
where σ i s a scalar, isoscalar meson. Due t o t h i s coupling 
the corresponding BBS equation i s i n e l a s t i c above the σΝ 
threshold. The reason for t h i s choice of a more compii car­
ted interaction mechanism i s that a similar system has 
also been studied within the framework of dispersion re la­
t i o n s , in particular in connection with the "Roper reso­
nance" in the Р ц part ia l wave 3 8 - 1* 0 . 
The resu l ts of our calculations with the BS and BBS 
equations are presented and discussed in chapter DC. 
15 
The moat important r e s u l t s may be summarized as follows: 
1. Choosing t h e cutoff for high momenta, which i s present in 
our c a l c u l a t i o n s , such t h a t the И resonance i n t h e Рзэ par­
t i a l wave i s produced at i t s physical p o s i t i o n , we find then 
with t h e ladder BS equation for N exchange a good d e s c r i p ­
t i o n of t h e P33 wave in t h e region below t h e resonance; i n 
p a r t i c u l a r t h e s c a t t e r i n g length азз = 0.205 i s c lose t o t h e 
experimental va lue 0.215 * 0.005· Above t h e resonance t h e 
phaseshif t does not r i s e s u f f i c i e n t l y fas t and reaches a 
value of ^ 120°. 
2 . Using the bubble propagator i n t h e Green's function t h e for­
ce in t h e P33 channel becomes e f fec t ive ly s t r o n g e r ; a f t e r 
read jus t ing t h e cutoff the only change i n t h e phaseshi f t i s 
t h a t i t now reaches a somewhat higher maximum of -v. 130 . 
3. The i n e l a s t i c i t y i s in both cases 1 and 2 n e g l i g i b l e . 
U. The Fade method of s o l u t i o n r a p i d l y converges, but i n t h e 
Р33 wave t h e lowest order approximant (j , 1ij i s a bad appro­
ximation. This phenomenon a l so occurs in p o t e n t i a l s c a t t e r ­
ing (chapter IV.U), and i s shown t o be r e l a t e d t o t h e p r e ­
sence of a c e n t r i f u g a l b a r r i e r , and a lso t o t h e steepness 
of t h e p o t e n t i a l near the o r i g i n . 
5. The BBS equation for N exchange produces, a f t e r again r e -
16 
adjusting the cutoff, phaseshifte very close to those of the 
corresponding BS equation. 
6. Turning on the σΝ coupling, the coupled BBS equations can 
produce in the Р ц channel a hound state (N pole), and a 
zero and a N' resonance (Roper) in the phaseshift, if the 
coupling is sufficiently strong, hut the N pole is far be­
low its experimental position, ani the N1 width is too small. 
7. By varying the interehannel coupling independently, it is 
possible to fit the Р ц phaseshift, although also in that 
case the N pole position comes out too low. 
8. The result of 7 improves with increasing m . 
17 
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C H A P T E R II 
THE πΝ SYSTEM AT LOW ENERGIES 
Before discussing the BS equation i t i s useful t o 
вшшпагіге the experimental information about πΝ scattering 
at lov energies , which ve w i l l need later on, together 
with some of the theoret ica l models which are applied 
t o i t · 
Low energy scatter ing data are conveniently expressed 
in terms of phaaeshifta, because for su f f ic ient ly low e-
nergies only a few of them w i l l differ appreciably from 
zero. Because the pion i s a pseudoscalar part ic le with 
isospin I • 1, and the nucleón has spin i and I • I, the 
different part ia l waves of the πΝ system can be label led 
with the quantum numbers for the t o t a l i sospin I и | or J, 
t o t a l angular momentum J, and orbital angular momentum 
l я J * i (equivalent t o parity) . The usual symbol i s 
¿от от· I n recent years the part ia l wave analysis of low 
energy πΝ scattering data has made considerable progress, 
and at present re l iab le phaseshifts ex is t for the lowest 
part ia l waves up t o Λ • U, and a CM energy of ^2.2 GeV. 
The most remarkable features are the occurrence of a large 
19 
number of resonances, together with an appreciable i n e l a s ­
t i c i t y in most part ia l waves; the phaseshift then becomes 
complex v i t h a p o s i t i v e imaginary part, and each part ia l 
wove v i l i new be parametrized by tvo real quant i t ies : the 
real part of the phaseshift, 6, (the spec i f icat ion "real 
part of" i s usually omitted) and the i n e l a s t i c i t y parame­
ter n(0 < η < 1 ) . The connection v i th the part ia l wave 
e 2 i ó - 1 
scattering amplitude t i s given by t • ^ '. . Al l par-
t i a l vave labels are suppressed here. Since ve v i l i be 
mainly interested i n the P-vaves here, ve only present for 
these vacves the experimental phaseshifts and i n e l a s t i c i -
t i e s ( f i g s . 2.1 - U). They are taken from the proceedings 
of the Heidelberg Conference 19бТ· In addition ve have 
mentioned the values of the scatter ing lengths, defined 
by a • lim g . , vhere к i s the CM momentum. The main 
JC"*0 Jt 
features, t o which ve v i l i psy attent ion, are: 
1. the H* resonance at 1236 MeV CM energy i n the P33 vave; 
for higher energies the phaseshift keeps r i s ing, ubere 
i s only a small amount of i n e l a s t i c i t y . 
2. the Р ц phaseshift i s negative at very low energies, but 
already soon i t turns over t o pos i t i ve values (6 • 0 at 
-vi200 MeV) and goes through 90° at iVfO MeV ("Roper re-
sonanee) . There e x i s t s already a measurable amount 
20 
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of i n e l a s t i c i t y around 1300 MeV, not far above the π-
production threshold at 1220 MeV, which increases rapid­
l y with the energy and reaches a loca l maximum of η ^ 0 . 3 
at the resonance posit ion· 
3· the Різ and P31 phaseshifts are small and negative. 
Now we wi l l br ief ly review some of the theoret ica l models. 
The f i r s t theory of πΝ scatter ing was the Chew-Low 
model , i n which the nucleón i s considered as a s t a t i c 
c l a s s i c a l source (the mass rat io m /m i s = 0 .15) · and the 
pion i s represented by a quantized f i e l d . The interaction 
Hamilton!an can only describe P-waves as a consequence of 
the s t a t i c nature of the nucleón. I t turns out that the 
interact ion in the P33 wave i s strongly a t trac t ive , and in 
the other P-waves weakly repulsive; t h i s resul t may alrea-
dy be anticipated from the isospin factors . Thus the model 
predicts the presence of a P33 resonance and the absence 
of other P-wave resonances, in qual i tat ive agreement with 
the early experimental data (before 1965). The quantitative 
predictions are not very good, however. The s t a t i c model 
was subsequently extended to a completely r e l a t i v i s t i c 
treatment on the basis of fixed momentum transfer disper-
sion re lat ions . Apart from correcting the s t a t i c model 
r e s u l t s , the nucleón reco i l now also allows S-wave scat ter -
23 
ing« but the quantitative resul ts are s t i l l unaatiefactory. 
This i s not so surprising because here only irN interac-
t ions are considered, whereas the pion may also interact 
with the "pion cloud" of the nucleón, ππ interactions are 
automatically incorporated in the MandeIstam representa­
tion1*5 of the TTN scatter ing amplitude, which i s crossing 
symmetric. In practice the crossed channel reactions are 
approximated by a few one-particle s ta tes (the "long-range" 
forces) : p( l « J « 1) and σ(Ι « J « 0) in the t-channel 
(МЙ -• ππ), and N(I • J - i ) and N"(1 - J • I) in the u-
channel (πΝ •* πΝ). For I > 1 t h i s approximation should be 
rather good in the low energy region, because the centr i­
fugal barrier then prevents the part ic les t o с cane c lose 
together, so that they w i l l not f e e l the unknown short-
range forces. Evaluation of the partial-wave dispersion 
relat ione i n the s-channel gives reasonable resu l ts as 
long as i n e l a s t i c e f fects are unimportant1*2 . I t turns 
out that for quantitative predictions the ππ interactions 
cannot be ignored. Apart from t h i s "direct" evaluation, 
the part ial wave dispersion re lat ions have also been solved 
with the N/D method 4 5 . On the basis of th i s technique a 
"reciprocal bootstrap" relat ion has been establ ished be­
tween N and и , which means that the N exchange force 
24 
produces the я with approximately the correct parameters, 
and v ice versa. I t has also Ъееп used for more extended 
calculations of the low partial waves ** " ^ 9 , usually with 
N, IT and ρ exchange as forces. The detai led predictions 
are not very impressive, hut they have at l eas t led t o a 
better understanding of certain aspects, for example in 
the Р ц part ia l wave: although IT exchange can produce the 
nucléon as a vN bound s t a t e , the behavior of the phase-
sh i f t can only be understood by either e x p l i c i t l y incor-
porating in the N/D equation the mcleon pole with the 
correct residue together with the experimental i n e l a s t i c i -
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ty , or introducing a coupling t o one or more phencmeno-
log ica l two-body channels; in the l a t t e r case the σΝ 
channel with ππΝ in re la t i ve S-states i s important ' ' * 
Also the fact that the P33 ρhaseshift keeps r i s ing with 
the energy above the IT resonance i s probably due t o the 
coupling with other channels 5 1 . From these considerations 
i t i s clear that the dispersion re lat ion approach has no 
predictive power i n two important aspects of low energy 
πΝ scatter ing: i n e l a s t i c i t y and S-wave scatter ing. 
A p o s s i b i l i t y of attacking the f i r s t problem i s pro­
vided by returning from S-matrix theory t o f i e l d theory. 
In particular the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation automati-
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сa l ly contains i n e l a s t i c e f fects of intermediate multi-
part ic le s t a t e s 2 3 . Also the BBS equations with 3-particle 
unitar i ty have been studied recently 5 2 » 5 3 . In both cases 
the low-energy phaseshifts seem t o make sense, but no s i g ­
nif icant amount of i n e l a s t i c i t y has been found yet ; the 
calculations must be considered as being only in a f i r s t 
stage, however. The Ν-ΙΓ reciprocal bootstrap mechanism 
has been shown t o emerge also from a BS equation in the 
s t a t i c l imit 5'*. A Lee-model type 3-body equation, where 
the s t a t i c nucléon i s considered to be a πΝ bound s ta te 
has shown that i n e l a s t i c i t y i s important in a successful 
description of the Roper resonance. These calculations 
suggest that f i e l d theory can produce quantitative resu l ts 
at least as good as S-matrix theory for low-energy πΝ 
scattering. 
Concerning the S-wave problem, recently s igni f icant 
progress has been made v ia current algebra techniques ' * 2 · 5 6 ; 
we w i l l not discuss i t here however. 
Summarizing we may say that although for some aspects 
of low energy πΝ scattering there are more or l e s s success­
ful theoret ica l models, there does not yet ex i s t a forma­
lism which reproduces a l l important features simultaneous­
l y . 
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C H A P T E R III 
THE BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION 
The Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation із the standard equa­
tion for a relativistic two-body system, which follows from 
field theory. Since its introduction, now almost 20 years 
ago, it has been the subject of many investigations; most 
of these were devoted to its theoretical aspects, in parti­
cular the bound state problem10 . 
In recent years, however, the interest in the BS equa­
tion as a method of obtaining quantitative results in strong 
interactions revived due to the improvement in computation 
techniques 2 " 2 5 . This led to studies of the BS equation 
with spinless particles as well for bound states as in 
the scattering region 1 3 - 1 8 . The next step would be, of 
course, the study of a realistic strongly interacting system, 
where comparison with experiments is possible» The simplest 
case is then the irN system , which is the main subject of 
this thesis . In this chapter we only discuss some ge­
neral properties of the BS equation, which we need for that 
purpose. This implies that many important aspects such as 
for example the bound state problem are not considered. 
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After i t s derivation something v i l i Ъе said about the 
"ladder" approximation, unitarity, BBS-approximation · » 
and spin complications. 
1. Derivation 
There have heen three almost simultaneous derivations 
of the BS equation: 
Salpeter and Bethe "* analyzed the perturbation series 
in terms of Feynman diagrams, and shoved that an integral 
equation for the tvo-body propagator can be derived, if one 
rearranges the terms of the perturbation series in a suita­
ble way; 
Cell-Mann and Low 5 derived the same equation from 
field theory, and from this an equation for the bound state 
tvo-body vave function· They also used the rearrangement 
of the perturbation series, but made the remark that the 
integral equation may be meaningful even if the perturba­
tion series is not. 
Schwinger derived the equation without the use of 
perturbation theory, which is, of course, the most satis­
factory method. 
Here ve present the diagrammatic derivation1*. 
For simplicity ve consider tvo non-identical scalar 
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particles a and Ъ with massée m and m. reap.; they inter-
act with each other and with themselves through the emission 
and absorption of a virtual scalar quantum of mass μ, with 
a coupling strength g. All these quantities are bare quan­
tities, and the theory is supposed to be renormalisable. 
If φ (χ) and Ф
ъ
(х) are the Heisenberg fields of a and b 
reap., then the propagation of a and b in space-time will 
be described by the two-particle Green's function 
G(
 WVb*· d e f i n e d Ъ у 
^ V W b * • < οΐ τ<4<*.44 ,*Ι ί*Χ4 ) ,ΐο > 
|o> is the "true" vacuum state (the eigenstate of the total 
Hamiltonian with the lowest eigenvalue), and Τ is the usual 
time-ordered product. 
If we expand G in the coupling parameter g, we get the 
sum of all connected Feynman diagrams for the process 
a+b •* a+b. Seme of the simplest diagrams are drawn below 
(solid lines for the particles, dotted lines for the quan­
tum): 
Xa Уа 
1 
«-
» » · 
Уь 
» • 
» I I • • I ' I • 
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The renormalisation procedure removes all self-energy and 
vertex parts, such as the last tvo diagrams drawn above, 
and the remaining diagrams must then be interpreted as re­
presenting the renormaliζed quantities (dressed propaga­
tors and vertex functions). 
In order to derive now an integral equation for G the 
order of the diagrams is rearranged in the following way: 
The first term is the free two-body propagator 
The second term is formed by the set of all diagrams 
which cannot be cut into two disconnected parts without 
cutting a quantum line. These diagrams are called "two-
particle irreducible diagrams", in the remainder called 
simply "irreducible diagrams" without risk of confusion. 
The simplest irreducible diagrams are 
' 4 / ' 
Their sum is referred to as the "irreducible kernel". 
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In general, the η term will contain all diagrama 
which can be cut into two disconnected parts without cutt­
ing a quantum line in exactly n-2 possible ways. 
Thus we have 
This series can now be considered as being generated by 
the iteration of the following equation: 
x a Уа Xa z a z¿ y d 
ΓΈΠ-'—'
 +
 ' lili ' 
^ь
 х
ь
 z b z,b УЬ 
where I i s the irreducible kernel. In analytic form the 
equation i s 
G ( V W V " Д1(ха-уа) * ^ V V + 
+ ƒ d z e d Z b d Z ; d z ^ ; ( x a - z a ) ^ ( V z b ) i ( Z a . Z l ) i z ; , z ; ) . 
•
 G(z¿'Zb íya'yb ) 
Δ! is the dressed propagator of particle i. 
This is the most general form of the'BS equation*, it 
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is an integral equation for the relativistiс tvo-body pro­
pagator. At first sight one would be inclined to include 
also diagrams like y-—-^ in this kernel, if the quan­
tum numbers permit it (for example the direct nucleón pole 
term in πΝ scattering)· However, the iteration of these 
terms will in general generate new infinities, whereas all 
infinities of the theory were supposed to be removed al­
ready. The same happens in fermion-antifermion scattering, 
where the iteration of "annihilation" diagrams such as 
I and [VI leads to divergent closed fer-
mion loops. A familiar example is NN, interacting via π. 
Thus, in a theory where the renormalisation has been carried 
out completely, it is not allowed to include such terms in 
such a simple way in the kernel. In practice, however, the 
renormalisation is never done completely, so that these in­
finities can be removed by additional renormalisation, with­
out leading to contradictions . 
2. Ladder Approximation 
Because it is practically impossible to study the e-
quation in its full generality, the following approxima­
tions are usually made: 
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First of all the renormalisation effects are restric­
ted to a replacement of the bare quantities m , m , μ and 
g Ъу the renormalized ones; thus the vertex function in 
momentum space is a constant, and the propagators Δ' are 
simply given by the bare propagators Δ with physical masses. 
Secondly, the irreducible kernel is approximated by 
the simplest irreducible diagram J . G is then 
given by the sum of diagrams 
+ • ι I I I I 
• • 
from the appearance of which the name "ladder" approxima­
t ion has been derived· 
I f ve r e s t r i c t ourselves t o low energy scattering in 
part ia l waves with t > o, which i s mainly controlled by 
long-range forces, the ladder approximation may be j u s t i ­
f ied with the argument that the potential corresponding t o 
has a range μ" , whereas a l l higher order 
irreducible diagrams correspond to potent ia ls with range 
<(2u)~ · Moreover, in terms of the s ingularity structure 
of part ial wave amplitudes the short-range forces corres­
pond t o distant left-hand cuts, but the i n e l a s t i c channels 
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cause right-hand cuts vhich are much closer to the physical 
region and i t may therefore be more important to take these 
into account· 
The irreducible kernel I(z ,ζ,',ζ',ζΐ) depends on only 
three coordinate differences because of translational in­
variance. In the ladder approximation ve can write then 
I(
 *;·^ - ^  ^Ч-Ч^ ^ 
with 
r d^p e 1 ^ 2 * " ^ 
We have chosen the metric x.y • х.у-х
л
у
л
· 
о о 
In case of an exchange force, z' and z' must be inter-
a D 
changed in the 6-functions. 
The BS equation now becomes 
G ( x
a»
xb i ya , yb ) " Аа ( уа ) , ЛЪ ( уЪ ) + 
• ƒ ^ a d V a ( V Z a ) \ ( V Z b ) V ( V Z b ) G ( z a » z b i 3 r a ' y b ) 
where 
.и ipx 
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From the BS equation for the Green's function one can 
now derive similar equations for the wave function or the 
scatter ing amplitude. Ve w i l l only need the equation for 
the T-matrix, which i s related t o the S-matrix v ia S=l+iT, 
and the S-matrix elements are obtained by attaching exter­
nal l i n e s t o the Creen's function diagrams. This leads to 
the equation 
V P V-P' ^ьР-к 
or 
d-k T(p,p';P)- V(p,p')-i ƒ ^|J^.V(p,k)G a b (k,P)T(k,p';P) 
(3 .1 ) 
with 
g 2 
V ( p , p , )
 " (p-p'Ta-hia-ic » a n d 
О
а Ъ
(к.Р)*[ ( p ^ + k ) 2 ^ ^ , : ] - 1 . [ ( ^ P - k J ^ ^ . i e ] - 1 
μ and μ. are weight factors, sat is fy ing w+lk, = 1» which 
can be chosen conveniently depending on the problem under 
consideration. Ρ i s the conserved t o t a l '•-momentum of the 
scatter ing process. In the CM system we have P=(0,0,0, / s ) . 
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There are two differences with the corresponding non-
relativiatic Lippnann-Schvinger (LS) equation: because к 
is an integration variable independent of k, the U-momenta 
of the particles in the intermediate state do not satisfy 
the mass-shell restriction anymore, and therefore Τ is an 
"off mass shell" object. Furthermore G . is a tvo-particle 
Green's function. 
Both features complicate the singularity structure of 
the kernel, and therefore the vhole analysis of the equa­
tion, considerably. 
The singularities due to the Lorentz metric of the 
particle propagators can be removed by applying a "Wick 
rotation" a to the BS equation. The basic idea (details 
are given in chapter V where it is applied to ττΝ scatter­
ing) is to transform the ladder equation (3.1) via a ro­
tation of the integration path к ·*• к e and a simultan 
neous transformation of the external variable ρ •• ρ «e . 
о о 
This procedure defines a continuous set of integral equa­
tions 1(a), of which I(o) is the original one and 1(}іг) is 
called the "Wick rotated" equation. The latter is much 
simpler to treat numerically, but there is no rigorous 
proof that its solutions can be identified with those of 
the original equation. 
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Because of this difficulty, and also some others, which 
are all related to the relative energy variable, some alter-
35 36 
native equations have been proposed ' , which may be con­
sidered as certain approximations to the BS equation, such 
that relativistic covariance is preserved, but the relative 
energy variable is removed. The first formulation was given 
by Logunov and Tavkhelidze; we will use here the version of 
Blankenbecler and Sugar (denoted with BBS); for this, how­
ever, it is necessary to study first the unitarity proper­
ties of the ladder BS equation· 
3. Unitarity 
The unitar i ty re lat ion for the T-matrix i s 
T T • i(T -Τ), or for the matrixelements: 
Σ <f|T+ |n><n|T|i> » i<f |T + -T| i> (3.2) 
η 
where | i> and |f> are the i n i t i a l and f inal s tate reap., 
and the sum Σ i s over a l l intermediate s tates |n>, which 
η 
are allowed by the conservation laws of the interaction. 
A T-matrix i s said t o sat i s fy N-particle unitarity in 
a certain energy region i f in that region the unitar i ty re­
lat ion (3.2) holds with Σ restr icted t o a l l s ta tes |n>, 
η 
which contain at most N particles. 
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The contribution of a Feynman diagram to the unitarity 
relation can be derived from Cutkosky'a rules 58 
(3) 
Take for example the third term Τ of the ladder 
series 
-•a 
. Its contribution to the RHS of 
-b (3*2), that is the discontinuity in the a-channel, is given 
by the sum of all possible "cut diagrams", like 
І jr \ · » which are derived from Τ by 
taking all cut lines on the mass shell· Each of these "cut 
diagrams" is the product of two physical T-matrix elements, 
and hence a part of the LHS of eq. (3.2). 
Let us now study the unitarity properties of the ladder 
series . If we restrict the energy to the elastic region 
m +BL </ <т +т+м, then it is easy to check that Τ satis­
fies elastic (• 2-particle) unitarity, because "cut dia­
grams" where a quantum line is cut, are energetically im­
possible. In the region of one-quantum production m Ήα,+μ 
</e<m +ιιι.+2μ the "cut diagrams" with one cut quantum line 
will also contribute. In the ladder series the quantum 
emitted by a is always absorbed by b and vice versa. But 
clearly diagrams where a quantum is emitted and reabsorbed 
by the same particle give also rise to inelastic contribu­
tions in the one-particle production sector, and these 
diagrams are not present in the ladder series. If we want 
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now to keep the "ladder potential" the same (one quantum 
exchange, and constant form factors at the vertices), then 
an emitted quantum must be absorbed "before" the "next" 
quantum is exchanged (the use of time-ordered language is 
only meant to be descriptive). This restricts the allowed 
modifications to a dressing of the Green's function propa­
gators. The contributions to 3-particle unitarity come 
only from those diagrams, in which the quanta are emitted 
and reabsorbed "one at a time". For example, it is not ne­
cessary to include the partially dressed propagator 
, •'/ V·, a, because its mass spectrum starts at m +2μ . 
This leads us unambiguously to the class 9 m ) 
'""Ч **-ч /*""\ #-"\ #*'"* *··-» etc.. 
and these must be all included. The sum of them, indicated 
by * ШШа""* satisfies the Dyson equation 
and can easily be evaluated from it. This will be done ex­
plicitly for the TIN case in chapter VI. 
If the particles are not identical, then we must use 
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in general the Green's function G G. •G G, , vhere G is the 
a о a о 
free propagator щ » , and G the "bubble" propagator 
. In the πΝ case ve only need a "bubble" 
nucleón propagator of course. 
U. BBS-Approximati on 
Now ve can discuss the Blankenbecler-Sugar (BBS) equa-
t i o n s 3 5 · 3 6 . The idea i s to construct сovariant integral 
equations vhich s a t i s f y N-particle unitar i ty at a l l ener­
gies} t h i s i s not the case with the ladder BS equation as 
ve have seen. 
Here ve v i l i only sketch the procedure for e l a s t i c 
(№2) uni tar i ty . The e l a s t i c unitar i ty re lat ion can be 
written more e x p l i c i t l y as 
!<?· |T(e- ic )-T(e+ie) |p> - ƒ jl^ytr . 2иб+(к2+т2). 
.21rδ+(k2+IIl£).<p, |τ(β-ΐε) |k><k|T(e+ie) |р> (3.3) 
vhere ρ, ρ' and к are the relative U-momenta of the initial, 
final and intermediate states resp. (recall the definitions 
к • H.P+k» k. " *lvP~lc» ν +μ^ " 1 » and similarly for ρ and 
ρ·), δ*(χ) - ^  f"dt e* l x t, and real analyticity of Τ in 
¿TT Q 
the variable β has been used. 
- # -
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In thia notation the ladder BS equation (3.1) becomes 
<ρ· |τ(β) |p> - <p· |v|p> -i/ - ^ y ^ p · |T(fl) |k> 
G
a b(k,3)<k|v |p> 
Now in general, i f Τ s a t i s f i e s an equation of the form 
T(e) - V + T(e)G(s)V, or equivalently T(s)=V+VG(s)T(s), 
where V does not depend on s , then i t follows by subtract­
ing the second equation for в-ic from the f i r s t for a+ie, 
that 
Τ(8+ΐε)-Τ(β-ΐε) • T ( s + i e ) f G ( s + i G ) - G ( s - i e ) 3 τ ( β - ΐ ε ) . 
Applying t h i s t o the BS equation and comparing with the 
e l a s t i c unitar i ty re lat ion (3*3) we see that in order t o 
s a t i s f y e l a s t i c unitar i ty for a l l s in the physical region 
we must use instead of G . (к,s) a Green's function 
ao 
G (к,s) with the property 
G B B S (k,s+ie )-G B B S (k,s- i E ) - 2ni6+(k2+m2).2iri6+(k2+m2). 
Because the value of this discontinuity in the physi­
cal region is the only requirement, seme arbitrariness re­
mains of course· The simplest expression is then 
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GBBS ( k ' s ) - Ш . £ f f^ -
(m
a
+iab)2 
• [2Tifi+((w
a
P ,+k) 2+m2).2 i r ia+((y bP«.k)2+ m2) -] 
where Ρ' β ( ο , ο , ο , / β 7 ) . 
The integral can e a s i l y be evaluated, and the result i s 
E^lO+E^k)
 1 
G B B S ( k ' 8 ) - ïïi ЁІкПЖТкТ * (E W+Ejk})2-e · a o a b 
• « ( V ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ · 
with Ej^ di) • Ht2+m? . 
Inserting t h i s Green's function in the BS equation 
the к -integration drops out and we end up with a 3-dimen-
aional covariant integral equation, which i s much easier t o 
solve than the original BS equation. 
The procedure can Ъе extended to include N-particle 
uni tar i ty at a l l energies. Although the numerical complexi­
ty increases of course with Ы, the re la t i ve energy variable 
always drops out, and makes the equation much simpler than 
the corresponding BS equations . 
In the ladder BS equation which we considered here, 
a "direct" force was assumed, and consequently the poten­
t i a l V did not depend on P, i rrespect ive of the choice of 
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the weight factors μ , μ . . 
a D 
However, in the case of 
an "exchange" force l i k e 
N-exchange in πΝ ecatter-
ДЬР+Р МаР-Ъ 
ing, the potential in 
general dependa on Ρ 
(see diagram) and t h i s w i l l cause in the BBS reduction a 
v io la t ion of un i tar i ty, since the o f f-she l l potential then 
always becomes singular for certain values of ρ and k, as 
i s e a s i l y checked. Since the BBS equation i s constructed 
with the purpose t o treat unitarity in a consistent way, 
the only admissable choice of the weight factors w i l l be 
μ s w b " J ι because then the potential becomes independent 
of Ρ again. 
5· Spin Complications 
We conclude t h i s chapter with some remarks about spin 
complications in the BS equation, which are present in a l­
most a l l cases of practical in teres t , such as πΝ, NN, NN, 
e"e , qq. 
First of a l l , the presence of spin destroys in general 
the Fredholm properties which the Wick-rotated kernel had 
in the scalar case. For example, the ladder BS equation 
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with N exchange for πΝ scattering has a kernel which, com­
pared to the scalar case, contains two extra powers of the 
integration variable in the numerator due to the fermion 
propagators. As a consequence the application of the Fred-
holm technique of solution (matrix inversion) cannot he 
rigorously justified. However, although the kernel is not 
square integrable, all terms of the perturbation series 
exist, as can easily be seen by power counting of the lad­
der terms. Such an equation is called marginally singular, 
and corresponds to a scattering problem which can only be 
defined for a finite range of coupling strengths, including 
g • 0. A detailed analysis of the πΝ case is given in ref. 
20 , but this feature may already be anticipated by looking 
at the high-momentum behavior of the integral kernel in the 
corresponding BBS equation: the N-exchange potential Mc" , 
-2 —3 
and the Green's function ik (because G B B S ^ and the 
numerator of the N propagator Mc); in nonrelativistic theory 
a kernel with this property is generated by a potential 
-2 behaving as r near r • 0, and it is well-known that for 
such a potential the distinction between regular and irre­
gular solutions of the radial SchrSdinger equation cannot 
be made anymore for attractive coupling strengths, larger 
than some critical value. However, in our case of πΝ 
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scatter ing ve v i l i not encounter t h i s feature in pract ice, 
because a cut-off i s introduced in the interaction for 
physical reasons} the nature of t h i s cut-off v i l i be d i s­
cussed in chapter V. 
A second complication i s due t o the o f f-she l l nature 
of the BS equation. This causes an increase of the number 
of independent amplitudes5 , compared v i th the on-shell 
case, vhich makes i t i n practice rather d i f f i c u l t t o solve 
the equations d i rect ly v i th matrix inversion techniques. 
For t h i s reason ve used the method of Fade approximants, 
vhich reconstructs Τ from i t s Born ser ies expansion. This 
method i s the subject of the next chapter. 
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C H A P T E R IV 
PADÉ APPROXIMANTS 
Because we will solve the BS equation for ττΝ scatter­
ing with the not yet commonly known technique of Padê 
2 7 · · 
approximants , it is useful to discuss some of its prop-
erties separately· First we define the Fade approximant and 
demonstrate its advantage as an approximation method. Some 
useful theorems are given, which we will need in the re-
mainder. Then we discuss the applications in scattering 
theory, and finally the rate of convergence is studied in 
more detail for some potentials. For the general theory we 
refer to some recent reviews28-30 . 
1. Definition 
Suppose a function f(z) has a formal power series ex-
pansion in ζ • о 
f(z) = a + aiz + a^z2 + . . · . 
о * 
"Formal" means that the radius of convergence may be zero, 
but the expansion coefficients are finite. Then the [[Ν,Μ^ 
Fade approximant of f(z) is defined by 
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•Мы, bí!l 
о?тг · 
м where PM(z) • Р0 +Ріг+ . . . + i^z , and Qjjtz) • 
II 1+qiz+ . . . +<i„z are two polynomials in ζ of degree M and 
и 
N reap., whose coefficients are determined Ъу the require­
ment that f '- ' -'(ζ) approximates the original function 
f(z) near the origin as accurate as possible. Since we 
о 
have M+N+1 parameters ρ ,q available, we can in general 
fit M+N+1 coefficients a · This may be expressed in the 
form 
f M ( z ) -f(z) -0(z N + M + 1) far.-ю. or 
PM(z) - fiz^z) - 0(z M + N + 1) . 
If this last equation is written out explicitly, one ob­
tains N+M+1 linear equations for the coefficients ρ , q , 
m η 
and if the relevant determinant does not vanish, they give 
a unique solution. 
Some Fade approximants are related to a special type 
of continued fraction27 : if f(z) is represented in the 
form f(z) • — - —^r —^r then it is easy to verify 
Ci+ C2+ С3+ * 
that if we stop after a finite number of fractions, the 
result can be identified with either the £N,NJJ or the 
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£ N , N - 1 3 Padé approximant. 
Compared with the ordinary Taylor series expansion 
there are two distinct advantages: first of all, for a 
Taylor series every finite order is a polynomial in ζ and 
thus does not contain any poles. Secondly, in a Taylor 
series the coefficients are independent of the order of 
approximation, and this lack of flexibility has a bad in­
fluence on the rate of convergence, in particular for 
values of ζ close to the radius of convergence. This may 
be illustrated by considering the hard core potential60 
V(r) • ge(l-r), g •* « . 
The S-vave scattering length is given by 
a(g) » -1 + g"* tanh g ; and thus a(<») » -1 . 
If ve use the representation 
2 
g * tanh g' Js—¡3 1+fr + ?r+ ··· 
th 
and terminate both ser ies at the N term, ve get 
a^-) - -1 + 2ihT * 
But using the continued fraction representation 
ш-***^-ЪЬЬ ""Ля*«*"'> · 
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ve obtain the resu l t 
[ Ν , Ν ] / Ч , ^ ι ι 
а ( ш ) =
 -
1 +
 1 + 5 + 9 * . . . + (1*Ν+ΐ) = - 1 + ( 2 Ν + ΐ ) ( Ν + ΐ 5 * 
Thus, for example, the accuracy of the first method for 
N = 7 is reproduced already for N « 2 with the Fade method. 
As a consequence of these advantages the class of 
functions which may be approximated with the Fade method 
is much larger than the class of analytic functions. It 
includes for example the so-called series of Stieltjes 
eo OD 
f(z) « Ζ f (-z)n, where f - ƒ и паф(и), and ф(и) is a 
_ η η ' 
η^ο ο 
bounded nondecreasing function, taking on infinitely many 
values in the interval о < u < ». A prototype is provided 
by the Euler function 
» -t 
F ( z ) " / Т Г Т ^ " 1-11 z+2! z2-3! z3+ 
' l+Zt 
о 
The series has zero radius of convergence, but all coeffi­
cients exist. It is an "asymptotic" series, which means 
that its partial sums seem to converge to a certain limit 
if ζ is not too large, but they will diverge ultimately. 
This quasi-limit can be surprisingly close to the correct 
value; the nature of the perturbation series in quantum 
electrodynamics is thought to be like this. For large ζ 
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("strong interactions") however, the method of partial 
summation will fail, because they start oscillating al­
ready from the outset. It is known that the Pad! method 
can handle such a situation very well· A recent example 
is the calculation of the energy levels of an anharmoniс 
oscillator which is thought to resemble some features of 
а φ
1
* field theory. 
The minimal set of assumptions for which the Fade 
method works is not known yet. It has been shown in ex­
plicit examples28 that the class of functions is much 
larger than series of Stieltjes. 
2. Some theorems 
There are basically two types of sequences [N,M] 
which one can consider for M+N -»· »t a. the number of 
zero's (M) or poles (N) is kept fixed, _b. both N and 
M -*• ». We will consider b., and in particular the se­
quences [N,N+J3 with j fixed. Within this class the "dia­
gonal" approximants [Ñ,N] have a special place; one reason 
is that they have some invariance properties, which are 
useful both from the theoretical and practical point of 
view. These "mapping theorems" are: 
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Ρ (ζ) 
1. If f C M ] ^ ) . - ^ , and g(i)- f(e·) with z·- АЬ|, 
then 
^ » ' ^ " » • ¿ с т . ^ ^ ' - Ш } ^ 
1+cf(o) ^  o, then 
ÇN.Nl^^a.bfp'^z) 
1+cfL».NJ(z) 
Both properties are easily proved from the definition of 
Fade approximants. 
Rigorous theorems are only known for two types of 
functions : 
1· Meromorphic functions f(z) are approximated by any 
sequence [NIM] with M -»• », N •*· » independently, provided 
the number of poles and zero's of [Я,Ц\ in any part of the 
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finite z-plane is uniformly bounded · This additional 
"nonclustering" aasumption looks plausible (no counter­
examples), but is as yet unproved. In practice the first 
few poles of a meromorphic function are reproduced very 
accurately with the Fade method. 
Ш 
2. Series of S t i e l t j e s f ( z ) - Σ fn^~z^ * A n y B e ~ 
П"о 
quence of [N,R+J3 approximants (N •»· », j f ixed) of such a 
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function converges to an analytic function with a possible 
cut along the negative real axis -<• < ζ < о 2 8 . 
A theorem of particular importance for our treatment 
of the BS equation is the following63 : Civen the inhomo-
geneous linear integral equation 
f(p.A) - g(p) + λ /dq K(p,q)f(q,X) 
where the kernel К i s compact1*8 (loosely speaking, a 
compact operator i s an operator which can be approximated 
by a sequence of finite-dimensional matrices). Then the 
[Ñ,N] approximants of f(p,X), obtained from the iteration 
of the integral equation, converge to the exact solution: 
l im f ι- » J • f. 
Ν-*. 
The proof is based on two observations: 
1. Suppose first K(p,q) • u(p)v (q) (separable kernel 
of rank 1). Using the notation u(p) • u, ƒ dp u (p)v(p) * 
(u.v), it is easy to see that the exact solution will be 
given by 
β
 l-X(v.u) 
The right hand side i s the ratio of two first order poly­
nomials in λ, and hence identical with the \j,\\ Fade 
approximant. The same reasoning yields for a separable 
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kernel of rank Я as exact solution the [Ñ,N] Fade approxi-
mant of f. 
2. Any compact kernel can be approximated by a sequen-
ce of separable kernels of increasing rank. 
Combination of these two facts proves the theorem. It 
should be noted that it is already known from the theory 
of integral equations 6 Ц that a compact kernel has a dis­
crete spectrum, leading to solutions which are meromorphic 
in λ. Therefore, if the "nonclustering" assumption could be 
proved, it would make the last theorem superfluous. 
3. Applications in scattering theory 
In scattering theory we have a situation, for which 
the Fade method seems to be particularly well suited, name­
ly the analytic continuation of the Born series outside its 
raiiua of convergence 6 5. The term Born series is used for 
the expansion of some scattering quantity in terms of a 
parameter λ, which characterizes the strength of the in­
teraction, and must be set equal to one in order to get 
the physical result. The Born series is supposed to be 
generated by iteration of an integral equation 
f(x) « λί
ο
(χ) + λ /K(x,y)f(y)dy . 
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We assume that the terms of the series exist, vhich in the 
language of potential scattering means that singular poten­
tials (^  -
 t ε > о near r = о) are excluded. 
r
 ε 
The first question to ask is of course: which scatter­
ing function do we consider? The function f may be the S-, 
T- or K-matrix, whose on-shell values after decomposition 
in partial waves are proportional to e , e sino, and 
tañó reep., and even the phaseshift itself can be expanded 
in λ. 
In general it is believed that the best approximation 
scheme is the one, in which the approximations reproduce 
already all basic features of the exact function. Thus, 
even if we know that for all choices of f the Fade approxi-
mants converge to the correct solution, it may happen that 
the convergence is faster for one function than for another. 
Even for a given function f (г) certain Fade sequences may 
be preferred above others. For example, if we know that 
f(z) "v z*1 for ζ -+ <=, then the [Ñ.N+J] approximants should 
be used. From this point of view the choice f = δ must 
be rejected because each Fade approximant contains poles, 
which the exact phaseshift does not have. 
The Fade approximants preserve the cut structure in 
the Mandelstam variables s, t, u of the perturbation 
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s e r i e s , because they are constructed in an algebraic way 
from the coe f f i c i ent s · They may have additional poles 
however, due to the vanishing of the Fade denominator, 
and the hope i s then that these can be ident i f ied with 
bound s ta tes or resonances· 
A physical property which one would also l i k e t o see 
sa t i s f i ed in any approximation scheme i s un i tar i ty . The 
following property can be proved quite generally : 
The diagonal approximants [Ñ,N] of the S-matrix are 
unitary. 
Proof: Suppressing the λ-dependence of a l l functions 
we have 
B [ M l e SCN.M]+ . s s t + 0 ( λ Μ Ι * 1 ) m ί + оцИ+М+І) . 
• ÇVK"1 · 
Multiplication on the left with Q« and on the right with 
ftjj yields 
Fron this it follows that the left hand side is identically 
zero if its degree 2.Max(M,N) < N+M+1, which is only the 
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case for M * N. Thus only the diagonal approximants s'- * -' 
can be shown to he unitary. Note that the ваше type of 
argument shows the uniqueness of the [N,M] approximant: 
the form P'Q'" is exactly the same as Q~ P
u
. 
M И Χι M 
The T-matrix, defined by S = 1 + ІТ, has the ваше 
property, as follovs immediately from the second mapping 
theorem. One can derive, however, additional results by 
only looking at elastic unitarity68 ; this is most easily 
expressed in terms of partial waves. For the partial wave 
h 
amplitude we may write Τ • . . , where the partial wave 
K-matrix K, is real in the elastic region. Because all 
Fade approximants of К are also real, they all satisfy 
elastic unitarity. Writing Kp*· 1^ - P„/QM, we have 
К Ml ρ 
This implies that for M < N the left hand side can be iden­
tified with Τ J- · -J, aai therefore satisfies elastic uni-
tarity (it is of the form x/(1-ix) with real x). These 
considerations suggest that the partial wave K-matrix, 
whose on-shell value is proportional to tanè, is probably 
a very suitable quantity to approximate with the Fade 
method. 
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Now ve vili make some remarks about the Born series 
for the partial vave K-matrix in an elastic scattering 
process К = XV + X2VGV + vhere G is a standing vave 
Green's function, and V seme potential. Suppose V is 
"regular" so that К is a meromorphic function of λ. The 
radius of convergence of the Born series is equal to the 
absolute value of λ for vhich the first "resonance" occurs 
(i.e. δ = — ) . For larger coupling strengths the series 
diverges, and can therefore not be applied straightfor-
vard, although its coefficients contain in principle all 
information. Many prescriptions have been given to cir­
cumvent this divergence difficulty. Of these the Fade 
method is certainly the most systematic one from the ma­
thematical point of view, for analytic continuation around 
a pole. Moreover, for certain functions (e.g. series of 
Stieltjes) it can be applied even if the radius of con­
vergence is zero. Because in practice the Born terms are 
knovn only vith finite accuracy, the region in vhich the 
numerical analytic continuation is sufficiently accurate, 
is limited70 . It turns out, that in practice one can in 
general fit the first tvo poles rather accurately. 
As an additional advantage of the Fade method, the 
Noyes - Kowalski71 régularisation of the principal value 
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singularity in G is not necessary anymore, because the in­
tegral equation for the K-matrix 
K(p) = XV(p) + λ f dqG(q)V(p,(i)K((i) 
can now be regularized by making a straightforward sub­
traction: The equations, regularized in this way, are 
K(p) = XV(p) + λ ƒ dqG(q)Ev(p,q)K(q) - (р)ІГ] 
К = Л + λ ƒ dqG(q)Qv(q)K(q) - ТО] 
with 
К • К. 1^ 1 + К fdqG(q)]" 1 , 
and denoting the energy-shell value, but they can never 
be solved with matrix inversion, because the unknown array 
K(p), К occurs in the integrand in a combination, which 
cannot be split up again without destroying the regulari-
zation· This is no objection for the Fade method however, 
because it is based on iteration· 
In the ¿S equation Fade was first used for scattering 
72 
of equal-mass scalar particles via scalar exchange . 
Because the Wick-rotated kernel can be shown to be L·2, tañó 
is a meromorphic function of λ, and the theorem on inte­
gral equations states that the [Ν,Ν]" approximants converge 
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to the exact solution» Actually, for this case much more 
can Ъе proved about the Fade approximants (see ref.72 ). 
For unequal masses or spin complications the only thing 
which can be said is that if the kernel is compact, the 
[Ν,Ν] approximants will converge to the exact solution. 
In practice however the usefulness of the Fade method 
seems to extend far beyond what can be proved rigorously. 
For completeness we mention the use of Fade approximants 
in the enerar variable (s) to continue analytically nume­
rical results of the bound state BS equation into the 
scattering region , 2 9 · 
Let us finally say something about the complete per­
turbation series in Lagrangian field theory. The main 
reason why in strong interactions this was thought to be 
useless, was because perturbation theory did not work 
apparently ("large coupling constant"). Now it can be con­
jectured that only the use of this inadequate method of 
partial summation prevents us fron obtaining physically 
meaningful results fron the perturbation series. In that 
case the Fade method might be the mathematically correct 
procedure. 
With this idea in mind several strongly interacting 
systems have been investigated by writing down seme renor-
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malizable Lagrangian, calculating all Feynman diagrams up 
to a certain order, and then constructing from these the 
7 3—7 5 
Fade approximants. For meson-meson scattering the 
resu l t s vere rather good, but the calculations for meson-
b a r y o n 7 6 · 7 7 and baryon-baryon 7 8 · 7 9 scattering had only 
l imited success. The reason i s (hopefully) the inadequacy 
of the lowest order Fade approximant, t o which the calcula­
t ions vere restr icted for technical reasons 8 0 . 
For certain subsets of diagrams such as the ladder 
s e r i e s , however, i t i s technical ly possible to calculate 
a l l terms because they are connected by an i terat ion me­
chanism, and for t h i s restr icted set the rate of conver­
gence of the Fade method can be tes ted. Our resu l ts v i th 
22 2 3 Γ~ ~l 
the πΝ BS equation · indicate that the U t U approxi­
mant can be bad indeed. On the basis of what i s found in 
33 
the next sect ion for potential scattering ve are in­
clined t o ascribe t h i s difference in behaviour, compared 
t o the meson-meson case, t o the spin complications. In any 
potent ia l model the spin causes a more singular behaviour 
near the origin, and t h i s turns out t o decrease the rate 
of convergence of the Fade approximants. One may hope then 
that the resu l ts for the ladder ser ies give an indication 
about the rate of convergence of the Fade method for the 
complete perturbation s e r i e s . 
U. Rate of convergence in potential scattering 
For practical applications i t i s important that the 
Fade approximants converge su f f ic ient ly fas t , in order 
that the numerical inaccuracy with which the expansion 
coef f ic ients are known does not wipe out the theoret ica l 
convergence. The tradit ion prescribes that, before going 
t o f ie ld-theoret ica l calculat ions, one must study these 
questions in potential scatter ing. This w i l l be done here 
for seme potentials in the scattering region. We use the 
part ia l wave LS equation for the K-matrix 
К
г
(р) - V (ρ) + f f P
 2
 P
 У
Р
'
Р
'
) К
*
( р , )
 . 
o p' -E 
with 
2 +1 
V.íp.p· ) - - —ï-^f ƒ dz Ρ (z)^(q) , 
(pp') -ι 
q - ( p 2 + p · 2 - 2ρρ·ζΓ , 
V(q) » ƒ x!rj7 e"1** V(r) ,
 г
(р) - ν
ζ
(ρ,ρ) , 
where ρ i s the CM momentum, and Ε »ρ 2 (units « 2m • 1), 
tañó (ρ) 
Κ£(ρ) - 2 1 , and the scattering length a^ • K^io). 
Ρ 
V i s proportional t o a coupling constant g, and К has the 
following properties as a function of g 8 1 : 
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(a) if |v(r)|< —j for г -»• о and |v(r)|< - for г -»• », then 
К is a meromorphic function of g. 
If in addition V(r) has the same sign for 0 < г < » t then 
for E > 0. 
(b) the poles g (E) and their residues r (E) are real and 
η η 
have the ваше sign, and 
(c) g (θ) > о for all η (g > о corresponds in our conven­
tion to attraction); if E > o, a finite number of poles 
may Ъе negative. 
Here we will only consider some potentials of this 
"regular" type; for potentials with a more singular beha­
vior near r • 0, which leads in general to other singulari­
ties than poles in g, see for example ref. 83· As a 
criterion for testing the Fade method we take the predic­
tion of the first pole g- of K(g), that is, the g-value 
with smallest modulus for which the Born series K(g) = 
OD 
• Σ К g diverges. The exact value i s obtained by solving 
n-1 n 
the SchrSdinger equation numerically with the Numerov 8 2 
method, i f no closed solution i s avai lable. We calculated 
the lowest Fade approximants [ j , i ] , D i 2 ] » \3»i] and [2,2] 
of g. in a few part ia l waves for some regular potent ia ls : 
the square well V(r) » -g ( і - г ) , exponential V(r)= -ge~ , 
-r 
and Yukawa potential V(r) • -g —-— · The resu l ts are shown 
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in f i g s . U.I, U.2 and U.3· 
The square wel l potential shows excel lent convergence, 
except g Dt Τ] f o r higher energies (the superscript re­
fers t o the value of l). The reason i s that the second Born 
term K2 has a zero for ρ ъ 2 (emd even i n f i n i t e l y many for 
higher energies) , and in general gQ,N] " K j/ K i i + i · 
The behavior of the exponential potent ia l i s somewhat 
dif ferent. The S-wave can be solved exact ly, and i t turns 
out that K2(E) • 0 for E » 1.25. The same happens for A «1 
at some higher energy. In general the Q tN] approximants 
which contain only one pole, exhibit a defect related t o 
property ( c ) : at threshold all poles are pos i t i ve , and i t 
i s easy t o show then that gQ.Ñ] converges t o g1 monotoni-
ca l ly from above for N -»· ». However, for E > о there are 
in general negative poles, and i f one of these comes closer 
to g = о than g j , the Dt'O approximant w i l l f i t the "wrong" 
pole. (2,Ό and [2,2] approximate the exact solut ion already 
much better. The curves for A>1 are qual i tat ive ly the same 
as for t»1, except that c lose t o threshold the rate of con­
vergence decreases with increasing A; only for S-waves the 
D , \ ] i s already a good approximation here. The value of 
gp i s at l eas t twice as large as g 1 j th i s holds in general 
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Fig. U.I. The square well potent ia l . The 
simplest Fade approximants of gi as a 
function of the energy for A * 0 , 1 , 2 , t o ­
gether with the exact solution (only i f 
they not coincide already). 
Fig. U.2. The ваше as Fig. U.I for the 
exponential potential and i • 0 , 1 . 
for all potentials considered here. 
The Yukawa potential exhibits the sane overall behavior 
as the exponential potential; only the I-dependence of the 
threshold effect becomes more distinct» This can be made 
plausible by considering for example at threshold the rate 
of convergence of the series 
e
U)D.Nl-4A)(o).Cf /p2idpVl(P)K^(p)]-
1
 . 
о 
For l * o the main contribution to the integral comes from 
small p, and the ratio will therefore not depend very 
strongly on N. This cannot be expected if the higher mo­
mentum contributions become relatively more important, 
which may be caused by either considering Л > 0, or in­
creasing the steepness of the potential near r • o, since 
the damping of its Fourier transform for high momenta will 
then become weaker. 
From these considerations it may be concluded that 
1. in general the D , N ] approximants cannot be trusted, 
especially for higher energies; 
2. apart from a possible threshold effect the rate of 
convergence is satisfactory. 
The Yukawa potential corresponds in field theory to 
scattering of scalar particles via scalar exchange (ф3-
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Fig. U.3. The same аз Fig. U.2 for the 
Yukawa potential. 
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Fig. U.U. The marginally singular potential 
at threshold. Various Fade approximants of 
the scattering length aj as a function of g 
for repulsive interact ion and Л = 8. 
00 
Fig. I*.6. The same as Fig. k.5 for &\ 
with g - 10. 
Fig. U.J. The same as Fig. h.k for the 
scattering length a as t 
with g a 2 (attractive). 
o
 a function of Λ 
theory). However, if the particles have spin, the poten­
tial will be more singular near the origin. In particular 
the potential derived from N-exchange in πΝ scattering be­
haves for small r as —7 (see section 3.5). For physical 
reasons (reproduction of the correct я position) this 
interaction is regularized by making a subtraction in the 
propagator of the exchanged nucleón. In order to study the 
rate of convergence of the Fade approximants for this 
case, ve vili simulate the potential by 
-pr -Лг 
V(r) » -g 2-y- + g «-y- , 
where only the most singular part is retained, and the 
exchange character and the dependence on the energy and 
angular momentum has been omitted. Without losing the 
essential features ve can take μ • 1. The quantity which 
ve vili consider here is the scattering length a.. Some 
representative results are shown in figs. U.U, U.5 and 
U.6. For the repulsive case (g < o) we took I • 1 and the 
almost asymptotic value Λ » 8; the convergence of the 
[Ν,!!] approximants is good, even for rather large values 
of -g (it should be remembered that all poles are on the 
positive real axis). For g > о we calculated the depen­
dence of a, on the cutoff Л for 4 β о, g • 2 and I • 1, 
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g » 10. The g-values are chosen such that a bound state 
occurs for Λ ^ 2.5· The S-wave shows a very good conver­
gence, even i f the cutoff Λ admits one bound state. More­
over the 0 , 0 approximant reproduced the exact solution 
qualitatively. The behavior in the P-wave case is diffe­
rent: in the region with one bound state we must go to at 
least {^th\ fo r a reliable approximation} D»0 d o e B n o t · 
give a bound state at a l i i the rate of convergence to the 
pxact bound state position i s satisfactory however. We will 
see later on that the general behavior of the Fade approxi-
mants in the BS equation i s essentially the same as i s 
found here. 
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C H A P T E R V 
THE BS EQUATION FOR ττΝ SCATTERING 
In t h i s chapter we w i l l describe the manipulations 
which transform a BS equation given in terms of Feynman 
diagrams into a set of integral equations for the part ial 
wave scatter ing amplitude which can be solved numeri­
c a l l y 2 3 . 
1. Formulation 
Our start ing point i s the BS equation for e l a s t i c πΝ 
scatter ing in the ladder approximation with nucleón ex-
change, using the pseudoscalar interact ion Hamiltonian den-
s i t y 
%(x) = -ίΟψ(χ)γ5 :? ψ(χ)φ(χ) . 
As an illustration we write all components explicitly 
9e(x) = -ίΟΨ μί(χ)(Υ5) μ ν(τ α)^(χ)Φ α(χ) . 
where 
w,v = 1, 2, 3, 0 are Lorentz indices, 
α = 1, 2, 3 is the cartesian isospin index for 
the pion, 
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i»j " 1» 2 are the isospin indicée for the nucleone, 
and τ are the Pauli matrices. 
α 
G ia the renormalized pion-nucleon coupling constant, 
G 2 
vhich is experimentally given by -r— • ^h.6. 
The initial state |i> and the final state |f> of the 
scattering process can be specified by giving the U-momenta 
of the particles, their isospin indices, and the spin 
states of the nucléons. For the latter ve vili use the 
helicity formalism'*1»8'*. The notation is as follows: 
The '•-momenta, helicities and 
isospin indices of the initial , и 
and final nucléons are эР+р, / \ 
1f> I j 1i> 
λ, i reep. ÌP+p', μ, j, and , V У л ,. 
the U-momenta and the isospin 
indices of the initial and final 
pione ÌP-p, α reep. ÎP-p', β. 
The possible values of λ and μ are ± }. Ρ • ( p» p 0) ie the 
conserved total U-momentum. In the center of momentum (CM) 
frame, vhich vili be used throughout, Ρ • (о,о,о; and 
Ρ • /β" • Ε+ω is the total CM energy. E and ω are the CM 
energies of the nucleón and pion resp. 
We vili use the metric x.y • χ y u • x. y + χ y 0 " 
• xy - Х-У. end the Pauli-Dirac representation for the 
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Y-matrices : 
γ1ς
 "
 Yk " L ) f o r k"1»2'3î γ 0 - " V ^ " i -i) · 
and Ys * YiYz^sYi»· Τ 1 1 6 2 * 2 matrices σ. are the Pauli-
matricea. 
The following set of Feynman rules for the T-matrix 
i s used: 
a. Vertex function оц(р-р'-с)0у5"г 
b. Nucleón propagator ." •• ' 
pion propagator Г7-Г 
Both propagators are unit matrices in their isospin 
spaces, The pion mass is set equal to one, and M is 
the nucleón mase. 
dis 
с. ƒ ig il» for a loop integration. 
d. A Dirac вpinor u.(p) for the initial and u (p') 
for the final nucleón. 
e. Finally an overall factor -i (the sign depends on 
the definition of Τ of course). 
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The ехргеавіоп sandwiched between these two spinors 
will be denoted with T. . (p'iPiP). This is, apart from 
J ρ ι ία 
the momentum dependence, in general a product of γ-matri-
cea, and with respect to the ізозріп the ji-matrix element 
of a product of T-matricea ···· τ ••..τ .... τ
η
 .... 
γ ο β 
τ .... (aum over repeated indices γ). 
With theae Feynman rules we can write down the BS 
equation for the T-matrix in the ladder approximation with 
N exchange. The diagrammatic form ia given in fig. 5·1· 
1/2P-k 
1/гР
 7^\"""^ р -Р 
йр
-
р
' •
ïa£
—
 У
'
Р
*> - vn 
F i g . 5.1 - The ladder BS equation with N exchange i n d i a ­
grammatic form 
I t s a lgebra ic t r a n s l a t i o n i s 
р
, ) т
ав,і«
( р ,
'
Р і Р ) и
х
( г )
 " 
- - ί ΰ μ ( Ϊ · ) 0 γ 5 і у і ^ ) + и С > 5 и х ( $ ) . ( т а т е ) . . + 
+
 / T27r r V* , ) T jB > iY ( p , ' l t ; P ) · ÌY( |PÌ)^M ЦІ-ІУ^' 
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G Y5 іт&к}+М G Y 5 U X ( 5 ) - í VY , t i 
Using the anticommtativity of Ys and γ this equation 
simplifies to 
"
 i G 2 / X17y4-%(p')T j8ttY(p',k;P).C(lc lP)CiY(iP+k)-M]. 
where G(k,P) i s the two-particle scalar Green's function, 
G(k,P) - OJp-kiZ+l- ie]" 1 . ПІР+кН+мг-ісІ]"1 . 
2. Isospin decomposition 
Because strong interactions conserve isospin, the 
equations can be decoupled in isospin space into one for 
3 1 
I • — and one for I я — . This is most easily accom­
plished with the help of the projection operators P· and 
3 1 Pi on the states with total isospin -τ and -r respectively. 
These operators are easily expressed in terms of the iso-
spin operators t and i τ for the pion and nucleón: if Τ * 
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• t + i τ is the total isospin operator, then the eigen-
,-»·•, 3 ••+ . 3 
value of |T|* • 2 + -f + tt is equal to -f for a state with 
I • ^  and to -jp if I • — . From this it follows then that 
-••• * + 
Pi - - 1 ~ , and P, - ^ ~ . Substituting for t the expli­
cit form (t.).. - -ΐε. . , and using the properties 
&•· T J " 2i£:tinnTt •»* { Tm· V " 2 6mn· w e f i n d t h a t 
Now, exhibiting only the isospin indices of the pions, 
our equation is 
T
a
 - т т
а
 + T
a
 GV.T τ ßo α 0 βγ α γ 
If we substitute Τ
β
 • Τ (Pi). + Τ* (Ρι)„ , and use for 
e α 3 p(x i ρα 
the τ-producte the expressions derived above, then we get 
two decoupled equations 
T* - 2V + 2T' GV 
Т
г
 • -V - Τ 2 GV 
Therefore the isospin factors can be absorbed in the coupl­
ing constant: 
T* 1' » λ V + λ Τ*1' GV, where λ, - 2G2, and λ, » -G2 . 
Having noticed this fact we simply drop the isospin 
for the remainder. Suppressing also the dependence on Ρ 
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in Τ and G, ve arrive at the equations 
- iXj. ƒ • f | ^ r S t j ( p ' ) T ( p « , k ) . 0 ( k ) C i Y ( l P + l i ) - M ] . 
• (pI¿№-iE ux(p) · 
3. Part ial vave decomposition 
The f i r s t step i s the insert ion of a complete se t of 
intermediate s t a t e s between Τ and G in the integral , which 
in t h i s case amounts t o a complete orthonormal set of sp i-
nors for the o f f-she l l momentum ІР+к. The e x p l i c i t form of 
t h i s se t u . ( k ) , л(к)· λ • ± i , i s given later on (they 
w i l l not depend on к ) . Inserting the completeness re lat ion 
Σ Cu (k)S
rt(k) - ν (Ё)7(к) ] - 1 
. ι Ο О О О —' 
between Tip',к) and G(k), one obtains equations for the 
matrixelements of T. The antispinors v .(k) w i l l give a 
contribution, because the off-mass s h e l l character of the 
intermediate U-momentum JP+k destroys the property of the 
operator іу(}Р+к)-М of projecting on the subspace of u-
spinors. 
Let us now introduce the following notation: 
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»; (p'Mp'.pJw^p) Ξ Т^ ' (ρ,ρ·), 
- ^ &СІТИРНСИІ т ^ И З г - х ^ Ξ Cip.«· 
Both w and w' can be either u or v. The order of states has 
been inverted in this notation because in the integral 
equation the final state is usually written last. The equa­
tions can then be written in a more compact form as 
^(p.p'bV^p.p.^i/^GU). 
Because the usual partial wave decomposition i s an opera* 
tion in 3-dimensional space, in this respect no essential 
differences with the non-relativistic Lippmann - Schwinger 
equation eire expected. Let us therefore first study an 
equation of the form 
λμ 
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Τ. (ρ.ρ·) - V. (ρ,5·) • ƒ d3k Ι К. (P.£)T (к,р')(5.1) 
All quantit ies are here on the masa s h e l l , and therefore 
the v-spinors do not enter in t h i s equation. The genera­
l i zed part ia l wave expansion i s 
Τ
λ μ ( ρ . ρ ' ) - I ( J + J ) T ^ ( p , p ' ) D ^ ( + , θ, -φ) , 
J . . . 
where D is the well-known representation matrix of a ro-
8 5 tation over the Euler angles φ, θ, -φ , and θ, φ are the 
polar angles of p' if the z-axis is along p. 
The summation is over all half odd positive integers. 
Using this expansion for the quantities T, V and К in Eq. 
(5.1), we obtain for T. the equation (details are given 
in Appendix B) 
TJ U (p.p·) - V^(p,p')+ 2* ƒ k
2dk I Kj
o
(P,k)T^(k,p·) 
ρ,ρ' and к are now of course the absolute values of the 3-
momenta ρ,ρ' and к resp. They are in general off the ener­
gy shell, but p' is a dummy variable in the integral equa­
tion, and can already be taken on the energy shell, and 
hence suppressed in the notation. For every value of J 
there are two states with opposite parity Ρ • *1, and 
therefore a parity conserving interaction will decouple 
the equations into one for each parity state. The explicit 
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decoupling of the integral equations is described in Appen­
dix B. 
It is based on the fact that under parity transforma­
tion the helicity changes sign* As a consequence parity 
conservation implies the symmetry property A, • A , 
* λ ,ιι -λ,-ιι 
J* for A • V, К and T, and the amplitude Τ with definite 
parity (-l)Jt' will then be given by Τ * • Τ
λ
 * Т^ _μ. 
This leads to separate equations for the parity amplitudes: 
*
J ±
.v J t** IV É . 
The procedure in the BS equation is basically the 
samei only the presence of the v-spinors requires some 
attention: the phase of a v-spinor with respect to the 
corresponding u-spinor can be chosen arbitrarily, and this 
phase appears in terms like for example V . It is then 
jVU jVU 
possible that no longer VT • V_. . However, we can 
choose the phase such that these relations remain valid, 
and it is easy to see that in the integral equations the 
phase ambiguity of the v-spinors can be removed by a rede-
vu finition of Τ , and it does not have influence on the 
physical amplitude Τ U. Our choice of the helicity врі-
nors u. (q) and ν
λ
(θ.) will then be 
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/(Ε
 +Μ)χ (5)\ ^ / Î χ (Î) 
where Ε - / |Î|2+M2', Ν - [2Μ(Ε +Μ)]" ' , and χ
λ
( ς ) i s a 
normalized 2-dimensional h e l i c i t y spinor, sat is fy ing 
Щ~Х
Х
ІЪ · 2λχ
λ
(4). 
kl / ι \ / -i \ 
Using the representation σ ι ш f ι 1 » σ2 ^  I · ) » 
03 · Ι _. J for the Pauli-matrices, it is a straight­
forward procedure to derive from these equations the ex­
plicit form of х Л ч Ь 
\ + Лаіпі е- І ф 
. , and x j q ) . I 
βιηίθ e / \ созі 
θ, φ are the polar angles of q., and the values of the he-
licity indices are indicated by their signs· The phases 
are chosen such that the ^ -dependence of the scattering 
amplitude is consistent with formula (Bl) of App. В. 
The amplitudes involve expressions like ΰ (ρ') .... 
u,(p)i the 2-dimensional reduction of which always con­
tains the factor χ (ρ') χ. (ρ). Because the z-axis is 
У A 
chosen along p, this factor is equal to cos(j9+ — (λ-y)). 
•e 'V'*! vhere θ, φ are the polar angles of p'. 
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In order to derive now the explicit expression for 
ν and л , we use the following theorem: 
If a helicity amplitude F (ρ,ρ') has the form 
FJJP.P')- \ I XX P [F.(p,p')*kXyP (p.p·)], (5.2) 
λ μ
 |Ρ*Ρ·| 2*« 2 
then the partial wave amplitudes F (ριΡ') are given Ъу 
FJt(p.p·) - ~ [j
+
(p.P,)QjTi(z)+F_(p,p')(iJtj(z)], 
where 
z
 ' - 2pp' · •»* Q n ( z ) - г [, z-z' ' 
Proof: F irst introduce "amali" d-fUnctione Ъу 
D, (Φιθ,-φ) • β " 1 ^ - 1 1 *d
x
 ( θ ) , and the shorthand notation 
F. • χ Χ
λ
(Α + UXpB); the projection formula of Appendix 
В then becomes 
T +1 T 
F^(P.P·)- ƒ dx сов(І + ! (Х-у))(А+иХмВ)а^(в). 
with x • сов . 
From this it follows that 
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F J l (p .P , ) -FÌ + (p ,p · ) * F^(p.p·) 
+1 
ƒ dxtMcosied^íeí+sinied^Je)}* 
-1 
.i«J + B{cos2edl1.(e) ± sinje d'i (θ)}Ί 
Using now the formula coajed ^íej+ainjed^ (θ)»Ρ
τ
_ι(χ). 
+ +F t(p.p·)
 +
-
 J
*
5 
and inserting for A and В resp. • , we obtain the 
I P + P ' I 2 ^ 
desired result. 
In πΝ scattering the orbital angular momentum I is al­
so a conserved quantity, and can therefore be used instead 
Í.+ 1 
of parity to label the states. The relation is Ρ • (-1) , 
Ji . . 
and instead of F one usually writes F-t# where J = I
 t
 j. 
The basic quantity to calculate is the completely 
WW* / \ 
of f-shel l potent ia l V (p,k) for a l l possible spinor com-
binations, because the kernel К can eas i l y be expressed in 
terms of V. 
Our spinors s a t i s f y the modified Dirac equations 
-iyquCq) - +№l(q) + (q
o
-E W^uiq) 
-ÌYqv(q) - -Mv(q) + (qo-E )Yi»v(q) 
The modification is an off-mass shell effect. 
As an example we treat the uu component explicitly: 
8J 
NN V хЧіГ)хЛр) . |р+к| 2 +М 2 -іе-(р
о
+к
о
) 2 p k
 л
у
х
 ' * Х
У 
.[2{-Μ+Ω}(Ε +М)(Е +М) + í+M+n}UXupk~] 
ρ κ 
where il - E p+E k-p o-k o. 
This ехргеввіоп has the form of (5·2), and therefore 
ve can иве our theorem and vrite down immediately the par­
tial wave projection; for later convenience we define it 
multiplied with a factor 2pk: 
Ν N 
Vtt(p.Po;k,ko) - X1 - g i [F^p.p^k.k^Q^z) • 
+ F_(p,p
o
jk,k
o
)QJl±1(z)] .2pk , 
where 
(p
o
+k
o
)2-p2-k2-M2+ic 
2 Ш
 25k · 
and 
Ft(p,P0»k,ko) - Nt(p,k) Q+M(l-2e)+ п Ц . 
Nt and θ are given in Table I for all four possible 
spinor combinations. 
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spinor combinations 
u(k) . . . . u(p) 
v(k) . . . . u(p) 
u(k) . . . . v(p) 
v(k) . . . . v(p) 
oo 
N + (p ,k ) 
(E +M)(Ek+M) 
(E +M).k 
Ρ 
p.(E k+M) 
TABLE 
_! 
Njk) 
pk 
piEj^ +M) 
(E +M).k 
C(k,k ) 
o 
•i - aM i / ï+V-V ^ 
- ( ^ + k o - E k ) | 
\ 
pk (E +M)(Ek+M) -1 - ( i / i + k o - E k ) — 
The kernel К i s equal t o the product of V with the 
numerator of the nucleón propagator from the Green's func-
t ions іу(іР+к)-М, and i s most e a s i l y calculated by insert­
ing again a completeness re lat ion Г[u (k)ü (k)-v (k)v (k) l* 
p P Ρ Ρ Ρ J 
• 1 betveen G and V. 
Thus we get for example for the uu component 
O P , * ) - -λ
τ
ΰ
η
(Ϊ)[ΐγ(ΐρ+χ)-Μ]Σ[ΰ
η
(Ϊ)ΐ (k)-v
n
(k)7 (к)], 
АО i. Ο ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ 
іу(р-»-к)-*-М 
( p i k W - i c UX (p) 
t\y?0^w
uuM<^KocV"w 
^ ( р . к ) С и и ( к ) - У ^ ( р , к ) С ™ ( к ) . 
The Green's function part i s diagonal in the h e l i c i t y in­
dices, and the functions С are a lso given in Table I · 
I t i s convenient t o define the part ia l wave kernel 
K,±(PtP »k,k ) with a factor т т т » an extra minus sign 
for the uu and w component, and the same factor 2pk as 
was introduced in the def in i t ion of V . Thus 
ï-UU ι /„uu „uu „uv „vu, 
4* " " TGF iC: - - -ггг7 <v£ c " - v £ c
ÏU) 
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lfUV > + Λ. í v u u r u v vuv' r-^i 
к^ » - J , (v™ c u u - v ^ c^l 
к^ = + -Λ- (ν™ c u v - V1^ с™) 
4* Ι 6 π ζ t* Ч* ' 
I f ve now also define the part ia l vave T-matrix 
T.±(p»P »Ρ1«?') with an extra factor грр', then the par­
t i a l wave BS equation becomes 
25pOp,po;p»,P¿) -^r^(p.p0;p'p¿) * 
+
 i 7 т£г Γ ^
ο
ο(..,
ο
). 
О —β» 
Г - ΐ 6 π 2 „UU/ . ,
 λ
 1
 m
UU/, , ι ,\ 
Ібіг
2
 ^UV/ , , ч 1 „vu 
- . К.^(р,р ik,к J — 2рк l*-stf*>fo* » о 2кр к 1 ± ( р . Р о ; к , к о ) — r T ^ í k . k ^ p ' . p ; ) : . 
VU 
and a similar equation for Τ . 
The f inal variables ρ ' , p' can already be taken on 
s h e l l , which means p' =• ρ я CM momentum (absolute value 
of 3-vector), and p' =p - \ /p2+M2> - \ /p 2+V = ί(Ε-ω). 
As we did with a l l energy dependence i t w i l l be suppressed 
in the notation, together with the part ia l wave index H*. 
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Introducing the notation T 1 • T U U , T 2 » T 4^, similar­
ly for V, and for the kernel K 1 1 - K u u, K 1 2 - K u v, K 2 1 -
• К and K 2 2 » К ( ve finally get a compact form for our 
equations : 
T(p.P 0)- V(p,p o)- ¿ ƒ dk ƒ dkoG(k,lco)K(p,po;k,ko). 
ο —β 
.T(k,k
o
) 
with 
К "
 K12 
K2l Κ 2 2 
The relation vith the phaseshifts is given Ъу 
T £ ( P . S 0 ) - f-1.ei6t*<p) шіпв1±(р) . 
The kinematical factor f can be found of course by 
considering particle fluxes etc·! but the easiest vay is 
to relate it to the elastic uaitarity properties of the in­
tegral equation. In nonrelativistic theory this can be done 
immediately, but the unitarity properties of the BS equa­
tion are more clearly exhibited after application of the 
Wick rotation· Therefore ve leave it undetermined for the 
moment, and first perform the reduction of the partial vave 
BS equation to a nonsingular form. 
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k. Régularisation 
The main operation to accomplish this is the Wick ro-
tation · , which removes the singularities of the inte-
gral kernel due to the Lorentz metric. In connection with 
this we must consider the singularities of the integrand 
in the variable к · 
о 
There are three possible sources: 
a» The poles of the Green's function 
G(k,k
o
)- [k2+M2-(J/i+k
o
)2-ic3"1 [k2+1-(J/i-k
o
)2-ic]"1. 
These poles are independent of the external variable ρ , 
and will therefore not change their positions under the 
Wick rotation· Their locations in the к -plane are 
о 
( D j " 
* > 2 " 
из-
Иц-
J/B-O^+ÌE , 
- J / s - î ^ + i c , 
-J /e+E k - i e , 
i^+üL-ie , 
with 
V 
V 
/k2+l' and 
AW 
ω2 
• * - * 
УЧ 
Po 
χ ­
ω, 
ω, 
••—χ 
Ко" 
•PUNE 
χ - ^ 
ω4 
A typical situation in the k0-plane; 
p„» ΐ(Ε-ω) is the point where ωι»ω3 
(pinching point")· The arrows indicate 
the direction in which the pole moves 
if к increases. 
(иг is always in the second quadrant, and ω4 always in 
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the fourth. The other tvo are in the first (.ut\ ) and third 
(oij) quadrant only for certain values of k: ωχ is in the 
first quadrant for о < к < /-г- - 1, and (1)3 ia in the third 
quadrant for о < к < /-j- - M2. We are considering here the 
scattering region fa > M+1, and therefore ωχ is always in 
the first quadrant for some values of к. Ы3 can be in 'the 
third quadrant only if /s > 2M. Because we will perform 
the Wick rotation counterclockwise, only the singularities 
st rd 
in the 1 and 3 quadrant contribute. Now we will res­
trict our considerations to energies /s < 2М(М.9 GeV), 
since at higher energies this model is not expected to 
make much sense anyway. Then only ш\ will contribute to 
the Wick rotation. 
b. The branch points of the kernel K. These occur if 
the exchange particle is on its mass shell (p+k)2+M2 » о 
(without risk of confusion we will sometimes use ρ and к 
as It-momenta again, mainly in mass-shell conditions). In 
the partial wave kernel they show up as branch cuts of the 
Q -functions, if the argument 
ζ = Qp +k )2-p2-k2-M2+ic^)/2pk has a value between -1 and 
+1, or к = -ρ і/(р+Хк)2+Л2-ІЕ:, with -1 < λ < +1. 
The location of these cuts depends on the external 
variable ρ , and therefore they are moving relative to the 
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path of integration during the Wick rotation. Actually, they 
move away from it, as can be seen in fig.5.2, where the Wick 
rotation over an angle α has been performed. The branch 
cuts whose starting points are taken here as -ρ -M and 
-ρ +M may actually be located farther to the left resp. to 
the right, depending on the values of ρ and k. The cuts are 
never crossed during this procedure. 
ЫТАТЕО 
ΜΓίΟΚΑΤ/ΟΝ 
PATH 
-P e'a+M 
ORIC/NAL 
штшлтт 
PATH 
Fig. 5.2 - The Wick-rotation in the к plane 
с The scattering amplitude T(k,k ) i t s e l f . I t w i l l 
be assumed that T(k,k ) i s an analytic function of к , and 
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moreover that its asymptotic behaviour in the first and 
third quadrant as a function of к is such that the Wick 
о 
rotation does not receive contributions from the quarter 
circles required for closing the contour. 
Under these assumptions the effect of the Wick rota­
tion over an angle α is schematically 
Т(р
о
е
Іа)- (р
о
е
Іа)
+
е
Іа
 Г ^ р / ^ т к ^ " ) + 
+ 2iriRes (ωχ) . 
If ve take α • — , the precise form is 
T(p,ip
o
)-V(p,ip
o
)+ -1 /dk ƒ dk
o
G(k,ik
o
)K(p,ip
o
ik,ik
o
). 
о —«· 
^max 
.T(k,ik)+ ƒ dkG (k)K(p,ip ik.üijU^TMk) , 
ο ' ω o u 
о 
where
 *тах '
/
І ' Ь 
с (к) - — λ — Скг+мг-іг-СІ/і+ш^к))2]"1 , and 
ω
 Α
2+ί 
Τ
ω
(ρ) » T(p,Wl(p)) . 
This is not yet a closed system of integral equations, 
because the presence of the pole contribution introduces 
a coupling between T(p,ip ) and the value of Τ at the ωχ-
pole Τ (к). Therefore ve must add a second equation in 
ω 
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order to close the system: 
T
u
(p)
*
V
u
(p)+
 7 M ƒ «^0G(k,ik0)K(p,U1(p)ik,iko). 
о —» 
к 
.Т(к,ік
о
)+ ¡тах dkG
w
(k)K(p,Wl(p);ktwi(k))T(i)(k) , 
о 
with V (ρ) " ν(ρ,ωι(ρ)). Here the additional assumption 
is made that T(p,ip ) can be continued analytically in ρ 
о о 
to the point ρ • -i(i>i(p). 
These tvo coupled equations form the Wick-rotated BS 
equation for the part ia l wave scattering amplitude in the 
scatter ing region. The physical T-matrix i s obtained by 
the energy-shell value of Τ : 
ω 
Τ - Τ
ω
(5) - ΚΡ,ω,ίΡ)) - Т(р.&0> . 
After the removal of the s ingu lar i t ies coming from the 
Lorentζ metric by the Wick rotation, we mist look what are 
the remaining s i n g u l a r i t i e s . The result w i l l be that a l l 
quantit ies with an imaginary re lat ive energy variable are 
now nonsingular. The singularity of the Green's function 
G (к) causes the e l a s t i c cut (G (k) i s i n fact an e f fec-
ω ω 
t i v e one-particle Green's function), and the kernel 
К(р,ц>і(р) ;k,ii)i(k)) has branchcuts related to i n e l a s t i c 
processes. Let us consider th i s in more deta i l now. 
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The Green's function 
Gik.ik ) - [k2+M2-(i/ï+ik ) 2 ] " 1 [ k 2 + 1 - ( J ^ - i k ) 2 ] " 1 
о о о 
i s singular only i f simultaneously к • 0 and к = / γ - 1 ; 
but t h i s i s a s ingularity of the type ι , which 
( х 2 + у 2 ) * 
gives a f i n i t e resul t i f ve integrate over a small domain 
dxdy including the origin· Numerically one can deal with 
t h i s s i tuat ion by a transformation of integration varia­
b l e s ; i t turns out, however, that Gaussian integration can 
handle t h i s type of s ingularity in the sense that 
dxdy ƒƒ - ™ - r 
0:>(о,о)(х 2 +у2)* 
i s stable for | | D | | - K > . 
The other Green's function G (к) i s singular i f 
k2+M2-(i/B+u)i(k))2 • o; th is occurs for к • J, which i s 
eas i ly recognized as the Lippmann-Schwinger type singula­
r i t y . 
Let us now study the possible branch cuts from the 
Q -functions, occurring in V and K, which are not removed 
by the Wick rotation· ρ can assume two types of values: 
1. The "pole contribution" value ρ • wjíp) • 
i/s- / p 2 + 1 , which can be rewritten as the mass s h e l l 
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condition for the initial meson (ІР-р)2+1 » о, 
2. Purely imaginary values ρ • iy(-<»<y<+">). 
In the inhomogeneous term V the final state is already on-
shell. For ρ » ωχ(ρ) the initial meson is also on-she11 
and therefore the exchanged particle cannot be on-shell, 
because this would be incompatible with the conservation 
of U-momentum on the vertex vith the incoming meson· 
In the kernel К both momenta are now off-shell} as a 
consequence the condition (p+k)2+M2 • о is not in conflict 
with anything, and leads to logarithmic branch cuts in the 
к -plane for к » -ρ * / (p+Xk)2+M2', -1 < λ < +1. Consider-
ο
 r
 о о * 
ing now all combinations of purely imaginary values and 
"pole" values for к and ρ we see that 
' о о 
1. both к and ρ purely imaginary is clearly im-
o о 
possible· 
2. ik - -uijip) * /(p+Xk)2+M2', or (^(k) - -ip * 
*/(p+Xk)2+M2' are both excluded for the same reason: we 
only need to consider к » ο (ρ "о) of course; in order 
о о 
t o sa t i s fy then one of these equations i t i s necessary 
t o have u>i > M, but the maximum value of u>i(q) * l^e -
- /q2+l' i s i/s - 1 < M. 
3· the only remaining p o s s i b i l i t y i s both pole 
values : 
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tt>i(k) « -ωχίρ) * /(p+Xk)2+M2, 
Since о < (i>i(k)+ui(p) < 2(J/s-1), this can be satisfied on­
ly for /s >M+2, that is, above the pion production thres­
hold· The presence of this first inelastic cut could be in­
ferred of course from the cutting prescription of the lad­
der diagrams: \ У\ I W e s e e then also 
that the next inelastic threshold occurs in this model at 
/в"- 3M. 
Summarizing ve can say that the only important singu­
larities of the integrands are the pole in G (к) at к - fi 
and a branchpoint in Κ(ρ,ωι (p) jk.io! (k)), it /a > M+2. These 
singularities, which occur in the one-dimensional integra­
tion of the Wick-rotated equation, can easily be removed 
by subtractions86 · Before this is done another point must 
be discussed however. 
AB has been pointed out before already the kernel of 
the BS equation is, compared with the scalar case, not 
compact anymore due to the presence of spin. Although each 
term of the ladder series is finite. A solution by using 
Fredholm techniques cannot be rigorously justified in this 
case. The Fade method which we will use, can in principle 
handle this situation, corresponding to a marginally poten-
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tial in coordinate space· But the force due to N exchange 
in the channel of the я turns out to be much too strong 
to reproduce the I« as a resonance· In order to make the 
potential less attractive ve must introduce a cut-off in 
the interaction· This is done in a relativistic invariant 
way by changing the denominator of the propagator for the 
exchange nucleón [k2+M2-ie]~ into [ І 2 + М 2 - І Е ] " -
- [к2+Л2-іс]" with Л > M. This type of cut-off may be 
thought of as caused by the exchange of a fictitious par­
ticle with an imaginary coupling constant, which repre­
sents all other possible exchange mechanisms. This will 
damp the integral kernel with an extra factor -rj for high 
momenta, and makes it compact again· Sven now we will not 
use the Fredholm method, however, but prefer Fade techni­
ques, for reasons which will become clear soon. 
The presence of this cut-off term in the interaction 
introduces of course also a branch point in the kernel К 
at /s • Л+2. This will not trouble us as long as Л + 2 > 2M, 
because we restricted the energy already to /s < 2M. If 
one goes beyond the ladder approximation, one must choose 
of course Л > 2M in order to avoid that the "particle" 
with mass Л can be produced in the intermediate state. If 
we do not violate this lower bound Л > 2M-2, the given 
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analysis is still correct for /s < 2M. 
Nov the remaining singularities may Ъе removed. This 
is done as follows: Consider for the moment the elastic 
region. The imaginary part of the "one particle" Green's 
function G (к) is given by 
and therefore selects only the energy-shell values of the 
integrand к » J, cujCk) * ρ . This part of the one-dimensio­
nal integrals is then given by 
n"i 
where the 2-dimensional character due to the u, ν вpinors 
is again explicitly exhibited, and ρ can have imaginary, 
or "pole" values. Now it should be remembered that, using 
for a moment ρ and к as U-momenta again, K(p,k) is essen­
tially the product of V(p,k) and (iyk-M), which, divided 
by -2M is a projection operator on the u-spinors, if к is 
on the mass shell. Therefore Κ. (p,p) will be proportio-
nal to 6. V.(p): the factor is obtained from the explicit in j 
M 
expression for K, and i s equal t o -¡гту . Thus 
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Rj (^po )- i-Äs , T l ( 5'Vvj (^o ) · 
M 
It turns out that . / \ *\ «· f, vhere f was defined by 
Τ - f " 1 . e l 6 8 i n 6 . 
Because R(p tp ) • ifêT.V(p,p ) i s proportional to V, 
i t may be included in the inhomogeneous term, leading t o 
a new potent ial aV with a • 1+ifT. Furthermore the func-
t ions V, G and К exhibit as functions of the imaginary va­
riable the symmetry property F ^ z ) • F(z ) . This can be 
used t o reduce the range of the variables ρ and к from 
(-»,+«) t o ( o , » ) , which i s important from the numerical 
point of view. If we divide the equations by a, and intro­
duce the notation a" T(p,*ip
o
) » Τ ( p , P 0 ) , and α" Τω(ρ) » 
- t ( p ) , then the Wick-rotated BS equations f ina l ly are 
reduced to the following se t of equations (a subtraction 
has a lso been performed already in the remaining princi­
pal value part of the one-dimensional in tegra l s ) : 
Ш CO 
T + (P.P 0 )- V(p,ip o)+ ^ ƒ dk ƒ [dk0G(k,iko). 
о о 
•K(p,ip
o
ik, ik
o
) .T + (k,k
o
)+G , , (k i ik o )K(p,ip o ;k,-ik o ) . 
к 
.т"(к,к
о
Г|+ /maxdkG
u)(k)[K(p,ipo;k,Ui(k))t(k) -
о 
- I K(p,ip
o
;5,f
o
)t(p)> i K(p,ipo íp,po)t(p)l(8), (5.3) 
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BB OB 
T ' ( P , P J · Лр.ір
л
)+ 7 ¡ àk ƒ dk G(k,ik ). 
Γ
ο π ' ' о * о 
о о 
.K*(p,ip
o
;k,-ik
o
) .Т+(к,к
о
)+ G , l (k, ik
o
)K , , (p, ip
o
;k, ik
o
) . 
к 
.Т"(к,к )+ / ш а х dkG (k)CK , , (p l ip ;k , U l (k) )T(k) -0
 о 
- i K , , ( p , i p
o
; p , $
o
) t ( ? ) ] + i K , , ( p l i p o i p , p o ) t ( p ) l ( e ) , 
( 5 Д ) 
во m 
t(p)-v t t(p)+I ƒ dk ƒ ak [ötk.ik ÎKÎp.nitpJ^.ik ). 
о о 
. T+(k,k
o
)+G,,(k,ik
o
)K,,(p,u)1(p);k,iko)T"(k,koO + 
k 
+ /maxdkG ( k ) [ K ( p t U l ( p ) j k , U l ( k ) ) t ( k ) -
ο
 ω 
- I K(p,Wl(p)iP,?o)t(í)]+ ι K(pfMl(p);5,í0)t(5).I(B), 
(5.5) 
and the ваше equation ав the previous one v i t h ρ replaced 
by ? ( 5 . 6 ) . 
1(a) i s the subtraction integral result ing from the 
principal value integral of the rea l part of the one-dimen-
aional Green's function, and i s given by 
KB) - Η *.м
и
(к) - ¿k K-cJSaw) 
о 
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tj(ρ) i t is in fact the K-matrix, proportional to tana 
in the elastic region. That this is true can now be de­
duced from the reality properties of the equations just 
written down: 
Below inelastic threshold /s < M+2 the kernel 
Κ(ρ,ωι(ρ) ·,1ς,ωι(ΐί) ) is real; this implies that t is real 
and that Τ and Τ - are each others complex conjugates. 
Τ . . But if t is real, then the relation t • — implies 
. 1+ifT 
that Im τ" • -f, or Τ = f" e sin6. This identifies the 
kinematical factor with the f previously introduced. In 
the inelastic region /s > M+2 this kernel will be complex 
in general, and the equations for Τ and T - become inde­
pendent. t, and therefore the phaseshift, will also be­
come complex now. 
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C H A P T E R VI 
THE BUBBLE PROPAGATOR 
We w i l l now discuss how the equations change due to 
the incorporation of the three-part ic le un i tar i ty . I t was 
shown already in Chapter III that within the ladder approxi-
mation only the Green's function needs a modification, and 
more s p e c i f i c a l l y , the nucleón propagator must he changed 
according t o 
.+ -1 I - + - I І-І 1-+. 
First we will derive the expression for the "bubble" pro­
pagator, and then discuss some of its properties. 
1. Derivation 
is the solution of the Dyson integral 
equation 
+ -i *-
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from vhicb ve immediately derive its explicit form 
1 -i-l -i 
* kz+1-ic J * ΐγρ+Μ ' 
The integral diverges, and its finite part is obtained by 
the standard renormalization prescription of expanding the 
integrand in povers of ίγρ+Μ, and then removing the first 
tvo terms. For this purpose it is better to write the in­
tegral in dispersive form. 
Let us consider first the "scalar" integral 
τι \ - Г d*4* 1 1 
I ( a )
 " / ТгТГ (p-kW-ic * k2+i-i
e 
This is an analytic function of β • -ρ 2 vith a cut from 
s • (M+l)2 to infinity, and the discontinuity across the 
• · SB • 
cut is obtained by replacing the propagators 
(q 2+m 2-ie)" by 2πίδ (q 2+m 2). Thus ve can write 
«•>-|fe* > Ä *··> 
with 
^(•) - | ƒ d^ k 6+С(інк)2+М23.б+(к +1) . 
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This integral is most easily calculated by first taking 
the special frame ρ • о, and then generalizing the re­
sult by the substitution в • ρ2· Using the property 
6+(а2-Ъ2) » тт-г [б(а^Ъ)+6(а+ъГ| this leads to 
2 a 
m +α> 
M a ) • - ƒ lMrk2dk ƒ dk ^1 δ(Λ2+Μ2-ρ +k ). 
— · — 6(^VÍ-k ) « 
2 ƒ -J^S ô(№^SÎ-/a) 
.р.МІ]1^,.^]^^.,). 
Furthermore ve need the integral 
f ^ J -J 
* Tufi (Η)ζ+Μ4ε ' kz+1-iE 
Because this expression transforms as a Uvector ve can 
write i t as ρ .F(s) vith 
- ιε 
F(B)
 • / т і ^ (p£i?!iXi« · k 2 ^ 
F ( B ) i s ccú.culated i n the same way as l ( s ) t and the result 
i s 
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With the help of these tvo expressions we find 
f-âX iY(p-k)+M 1 
J
 (2іг)ц (p-k)W-ie * k^+l-ie 
^¿,,Α*·'^^)^]· 
In order to extract the finite part fron this inte-
gral, we must expand the function - j — τ - [ίγρ(1+ - г г ) ^ ] 
in powers of λ Η ίγρ+Μι Because s s -ρ 2 s (λ-Μ)2, we get 
1 1 1 2Μλ 
s'-s
 S
 β'-ίλ-Μ)2 S T ^ F " (s'-M 2) 2 + 
, ,2 343Μ2-2Μ2λ 
+ λ
 ' [ β · - ( λ ^ 2 ] . ( . · - Μ 2 ) 2 
and 
ÌYP(1 + ^^Т1)* 2М - (λ-Μ)(ΐ+ ί ί ^ · ) + 2М 
θ s 
In the product only the terms of order λ2 and higher must 
Ъе kept· After some straightforward algebra we obtain as 
a result 
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λ2
 r o U i ( S ' - M ^ M B ' + M Z ) . -, 
(a '-a- ieHs '-M^ t 2 M + Λ V L 1 γ ρ Ι Ι * 
Multiplied with г^в') this is the integrand of the dis­
persion integral for the finite part of 
r d^k іу(р-к)+М 1 
J T ^ T 4 " * (р-к)5+М0-1с * k^+l-ic * 
The corresponding modified nucleón propagator can 
then he written as 
S(p) » - Ä f J D+A(p2)+B(p2)(iYP*M)]"1, where 
and 
B ( P 2 ) - ^ - M - J 1 ) 2 I ( ^ U T ^ ) ( ¿ F + 1 ) · 
In G2 one should take into account also the isospin of 
¿αβ 
course· Compared t o the isoscalar case Tc/ \τι> the 
diagram « » acquires an extra factor τ* • 3i 
α 
therefore G2 • 3 χ Uirg2 with g 2 • lU.6 . 
exp 
2 . Some properties» 
The introduction of th is modified nucleón propagator 
in the Green's function causes some e f fec t s in the BS e-
quation which must be considered in more d e t a i l . Using a 
theorem on S t i e l t j e s transforms07 we can eas i ly determine 
the asymptotic behaviour of A and D as p2 -»· «. Both 
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A(p2)/p2 and B(p2) have a diepereive form ƒ ^ч . . £Í2¿ 
' B+p^-ie в 
with F(a) • 1+0(—) for в •* ». Then the theorem states that 
в 
A(p 2)/p 2 and B(p2) behave as ( log p 2)/p 2 i f p2 -»· ». Thus 
the extra factor in the modified propagator S(p) behaves 
as ( log p2)~ and therefore the kernel of the BS equation 
i s s l i g h t l y more damped, or stated otherwise, the inter­
action has become l e s s singular. 
Another point i s the cut-off procedure. Introducing 
a cut-off in the interaction may be considered as changing 
the шсіеоп N t o some f i c t i t i o u s "part ic le" N'. The e l e -
π 
igi , similar t o the Lee 8 8 mo­
mentary vertex i s now
 M 
del ; but in order t o be consequent we should use t h i s N' 
a lso in the bubble propagator —^—— -\- — ^ н ^ — -j-
_ Í B ^ ^ _ _ L ^ ^ ^ _ J - The numerical influence i s neg l i -
g ible however, and therefore the cut-off i s omitted here. 
The modification of the nucleón propagator in the 
Green's function has been performed only in lowest order 
in g 2 , and therefore the p o s s i b i l i t y of a ghost s tate i s 
not excluded; that i s , the denominator may vanish with-
out having p2+M2 • o, for some pos i t ive value of g 2 , due 
t o the fact that the extra factor becomes zero. Let us 
study therefore t h i s factor more in d e t a i l . Removing the 
T-matrices from the denominator we get 
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gZlWJZ.p 
Therefore ve muet check whether ve can aatiafy 
(g" 2 • A(p2) + MB(p2))2 + (B(p 2)) 2.p 2 - О 
for eome arhitrary value of ρ2 in the region о < g2 < ». 
It ia clear that only real values of p2 are possible can­
didates (complex values occur because the Wick rotation 
has been performed), since for complex p2 the equation can 
be satisfied only by complex g 2. The same argument res­
tr icts the real values of p2 to the region -p2<(M+1)2 
because A and B, being real analytic functions of p2 with 
a cut from -p2 • (M+l)2 to + · , become complex for 
-P2>(M+1)2 and also lead to complex solutione g 2. Further­
more we must have p2 < o, since ( . . . ) 2 + ( . . . ) 2 . p 2 • o. 
Testing this expreseion numerically in the region 
-(M+1)2 < p2 < o ve find indeed a solution, but the mini-
mim value of g2 for which this can occur turns out to he 
^JO, and therefore ve do not have to worry about ghosts 
in this case· 
3. A model for the Рц wave. 
Apart from i t s use in the Green's function of the BS 
equation, the bubble propagator can also be considered as 
a model for the Ρχχ partial vave, This channel has been 
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called sometimes the "test case for πΝ scattering", a repu­
tation which i s related to the fact that 3 important fea­
tures are acting here simultaneously: the nucleón pole, 
the Roper resonance (Il»60 MeV), and a considerable inelas-
t i c i ty . The idea of gradually dressing the bare nucleón 
propagator with pions to explain excited nucleón states 
i s particularly attractive because i t incorporates already 
the nucleón pole with the correct residue in a naturiti way 
(ve recall that the inclusion of a direct nucleón pole 
in the kernel of the BS equation gives rise to difficul-
t i e s 5 7 ) . 
Let us start with the simplest case 
This is known to give completely wrong results. The phase-
shift , shown in f ig. 6.1, i s large and negative; the 
scattering length i s а ц » -0.209 (-0.101 experimentally). 
Incorporation of elastic unitarity by using the "elastic" 
bubble propagator \ \ gives some improvement 
in the low energy region (ац - -0.171), but the phases hi ft 
remains negative. 
The exact calculation of higher order contributions 
in order to satisfy 3-particle unitarity is at present 
impossible within the Ys-theory, and therefore we must look 
for some reasonable simplifying assumption. This assump-
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Fig. 6 . 1 . The Р ц phaaeshift and i n e l a s t i c i t y for the 
various cases discussed in the t e x t . 
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tion, vhich i s based on experimental observation, wil l be 
that single pion-production in the Рц channel occurs via 
a I • 0, J • 0 enhancement ("σ-meson") of the pions6 9; in 
that case this inelastic process may be simulated by in­
cluding a σ-term in the Dyson equation: 
•е-ш-^ 
The "o-meson" can be given a precise meaning via the defi-
. . - . . r o(u2)du2 
nition of its propagator -i ¡ м ^ g r
 f because ρ is di­
rectly related to the I - 0, J » 0 wit phaseshift ( p ^ i n ^ ) , 
and ƒ p(ii2)du2 • I . Since ve are only interested in a qua* 
litative picture however, we take for simplicity ρ(μ2) • 
m £(μ2-πι2) and allow ni to vary between 2 and 6. 
о 0 
Performing the same calculation as was done for the 
"it-bubble" alone, we obtain a scattering amplitude 
, whose Р ц projection is given by 
3 2 g(E-M) 
" " 2 g Л(Л-н)ВйШ.Е.4іЫвГ] ' 
where now 
a(e) - β
π
(β) + a
o
(e) 
b(e) - ^(s) + b
a
(e) 
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with 
a (s ) » А(-з) 
η 
Ъ ( s ) » B ( - 8 ) 
η 
g 2„ - θ (x)dx m2(x+M2)-8M2x 
a (β) - т ^ а (з-М2) ƒ -Л r-y Cl- -2-г-ггггг ] 
g2 M - θ (x)(ix m 5 - , * x 
C τ Γ
 (M+m ) 2 χ ( χ - 3 - ι ε ) χ - Μ " J 
(М-т
я
) 2 J (М+т^)2 J 
2 я Γ 8
σΝ * ΤϊΓ 
From t the real part of the phaseshift δ and the inelaa-
e
2 i 6
- 1 t i c i t y parameter n are derived v ia t » —•• · 
Now we have one free (g 2 „) and one quasi-free (m ) 
од о 
parameter to vary. We can use g 2 to fit the scattering 
ON 
length а ц • -0.101· In general the phaseshift w i l l turn 
over again, and the i n e l a s t i c i t y can become appreciable. 
This i s shown in f i g . 6.1 for m = 2.2, g 2 „ = 13.5 (for 
о си 
larger m the zero occurs at a higher energy). 
a 
We can conclude from this that although the inclusion 
of this inelastic process is not sufficient to produce the 
Roper resonance, it definitely improves the qualitative 
behavior, and suggests that the idea of dressing the nu­
cleón propagator might work. 
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C H A P T E R VII 
HUMERICAL ASPECTS 
The coupled integral equations derived in Chapter V 
are solved numerically on a I EM 360-50 computer. In th i s 
chapter ve v i l i discuss some of the technical problems, 
and describe hov they are overcome· 
In order t o explain the structure of the programs l e t 
us v r i t e the equations 5.3 - 5·б schematically as 
T+ - V + ЖОК./Г* + G V T") + ¡G К t 
' « + + +— « u) +(1) 
T" » *+ fí(GK* T+ + G V * Τ") + ÍG К* t (7.1) 
t » V + //(GK τ* + G V Τ" ) + ÍG к t 
The notation follows immediately from the original form 
(the e x p l i c i t subtraction i s omitted here). 
In the e l a s t i c region К i s rea l , and consequently 
+ »и 
t i s real and Τ » Τ . Thus there are only two indepen­
dent quantit ies Τ = Τ and t , and hence only two equations, 
vhich may be written in i terat i ve form as 
T ( , , + 1 ) » //(GK T(N)+G*K T ( N ) , , ) + /G К t ( N > , 
' ' + + + — ' ÜJ +Ù) ' 
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t ( N + l ) - 2 R e / / G K j r ( N ) + / G K t ( N ) , 
* * hv¥ * l il filiit 9 (0+ ' ω ωω 
T ( i ) . v > t ( i ) . v 
and t - E V N ' 
N-1 
The main source of trouble in aolving eqs. T.I is the 
size of the kernel K. For example, if ve use 12 points in 
each variatie ρ and ρ , then the array (Τ (p,p ), T~(p,p ), 
t(p)| t(5)) contains approximately 600 numbers which are 
complex in general, and therefore a solution vith matrix 
inversion would- require a core storage of at least 1200 * 
1200 words» Because the available memory could contain 
^50 К words at the maximum, we had to look for some alter­
native method, and found Fade techniques to be a conve­
nient tool. It turns out in practice that even in those 
cases where matrix inversion can be used, the Fade method 
is preferable, mainly because it saves computer time: the 
standard matrix inversion subroutine time Μ ι 3 (Ν is the 
dimension of the matrix), whereas the Fade method, based 
on iteration, will only need a time ^N2, provided the con­
vergence is sufficiently fast, and this is usually the 
case. 
Thus our method is to iterate the equations 7.1; this 
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vili give ив the expansion coefficients of the physical 
T-matrix t in the "iteration parameter" λ: t(X) • Xti + 
+ λ
2
Ϊ2 + ... . Then we construct the Fade approximants 
with respect to λ, and finally put λ • 1 to obtain the 
physical value. 
The program which solves eqs. 7.1 is called BETSAL. 
We will discuss its structure in some detail, and then 
consider the subsequent modifications for the inelastic 
region. 
Let us first say something about the integration 
points. They are constructed in the MAIN program by gene­
rating Gaussian points and their weights via the subrou­
tine GAUSS, and then mapping them on the required inter­
val by a suitable transformation. 
к 
For the s ing le integral ƒ maxdk no mapping was needed. 
In the double integral ƒ dp / 0 ^ Р 0 the ^ i n t e g r a t i o n was 
к 
s p l i t up according t o ƒ mBX dp + ƒ. dp, in order to 
0
 max 
avoid the point к in a natural way, because at psk , 
max max 
ρ »0 an integrable singularity occurs of the type ƒƒ ^* ι 
0
 ( х 2 + у 2 ) * 
which was already mentioned in Ch. V. I t was not nece-
k 
ssary t o transform the Gaussian points of ƒ dp. The 
points у of ƒ dp were constructed from Gaussian points 
n
 'Snax 
χ on the interval [ О І Л by a logarithmic mapping у « 
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1+x 
• к + с log . n . The same type of mapping was песе­
тах 1-x
n 
esary for the Г dp integration: у » с' log . . The 
Ό ο η ι-x_ 
η 
reason for these logarithmic mappings is that an ordinary 
cx linear transformation у • γ — produces too many points 
near the origin and the asymptotic points very far avay, 
whereas it turned out that the functions which occur here 
require more points in the intermediate region. 
Next we consider the potential V, which has the ge­
neral structure 
v(p,P0;k,ko)- х(р,Р0;к,ко)<ігЫ+ Y(p,P0;k,ko)cìtl1U), 
whefe ζ « ^ ( p +k ) 2-p 2-k 2-M 2+ic ]/2pk, and the functions 
X and Ϊ depend on ρ and к according t o 
X(PiP0ik»k0) - x r (p .k ) + X i í P . k X p ^ ) 
Y(p,Po;k,ko) - yr(p.k) + y^P.kHp^kJ . 
χ , χ . , у and у. are each 2 x 2 matrices in u, v-space; 
they are calculated in a subroutine P0T. These functions 
must be calculated for the values of ρ and k, which occur 
in the double as wel l as in the s ingle integral (indicated 
with the symbols i and ω reap.), that i s , for four d i f fe­
rent s e t s of variables (p,k) • ( i , i ) i ( i |ü)) , ( ω , i ) , (ω,ω). 
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This w i l l require a core of 132 x h * b x U ^  ЮК words. 
The main d i f f i c u l t y in writing the program i s caused 
by the Q.-functions. In order t o discuss t h i s , we need a 
convenient notation for the different types of values which 
the set of variables (p,p ;k,k ) can have. If ρ has pure­
l y imaginary values +iy (y > 0 ) , we indicate the pair p,p 
with + i , and i f ρ » ωχ(ρ), we use the symbol ω. The same 
notation i s used for k,k . For example, we write 5,(+ί,ω) 
for Q 1(z) with ζ « ß+ipo+<üi(k))2-p2-k2-M2- i e] /2pk. 
Because a l l combinations occur in the equations, we need 
a complex function QLC for Q (ί,ω) and Q ( u , i ) and a real 
function QL for Q.Cij+i) and Q (ω,ω). The l a t t e r w i l l a l-
во become complex above i n e l a s t i c threshold. Both algorithms 
use for | z |<3 the formula 
<3
ζ
(ζ) = J P ^ z U o g · ^ - W l(z), where W ^ B ) = 0, and 
WJz) - Γ - Ρ (β) Ρ (ζ ) for £ = » 1 , 2 , . . . , 
χ . η η
—
 ι *—η 
η=1 
and for |ζ|>3 a series expansion in ζ" , where the number 
of terms guarantees accuracy of the б decimal. 
Now, in order to save an essential amount of compu­
ter time it is necessary that as many quantities as possi­
ble are calculated outside the iteration loop which gene-
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rates the expansion coef f ic ients of t . Of these the Q.-
functions are the most important time consumera. But t h i s 
implies that we must store them in the core, and then ve 
run again into a dimension problem because, for example, 
the functions Q,(i ,± i ) occupy, with 12 points in each 
variable, already ^20K vords each, and ve have U functions 
of t h i s type (Q and Q l t 1 v i th arguments ( i , i ) and ( i , - i ) ) . 
In a l l our considerations ve v i l i take a 12-dimensional 
array for each variable, but i t turns out that actual ly θ 
points give already suf f ic ient ly accurate r e s u l t s . Apart 
from the fact that i t i s impossible t o know t h i s before­
hand, ve must always build in the p o s s i b i l i t y of t e s t i n g 
the s t a b i l i t y of the resu l t s by increasing the number of 
integration points. A too small increase v i l i not provide 
a real t e s t however, and 12 points seems t o be the mini­
mum one can afford. 
From the preceding remarks i t i s clear that the solu­
t ion of the problem requires a de l icate balance between 
economy in time and in core storage. The following t r icks 
turned out t o be suff ic ient for t h i s case: 
First of a l l , the real functions Q,(i,+ i)» which de­
pend on the variables p,p ,k,k are calculated and written 
on disk as a function of the f i r s t variable p. This redu-
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cea the core required for each function from ^2^* t o 12 3 
wordsι Then, at the only place where they are needed (the 
double integral which contributes t o Τ ) , we read them 
from disk again at the beginning of the p-loop. 
Secondly, we see that the complex functions Q ( i , u ) 
which depend on ρ, ρ and k, are never required simulta­
neously with й . ( і , + і ) ; therefore they can ahare apace in 
the core. Together with the small contribution of the 
real functions Q.(iD,ti>), we aee that for a l l Q -functions 
we now need only ^K words. I t should be noted that the 
function Q.(u>,i) i s basical ly the same as Q.(i,to) and 
needa no separate calculat ion· In the calculation of the 
real Q,-funetions we can use the symmetry properties of 
ζ as function of ρ, ρ , к, к · All other quantit ies occu­
py much l e s s space, and need not be considered here· The 
kernel К has the form К • VC. The projection operator С 
i s calculated in CPBI, and the Green's functions G and G 
in GREEN. 
After the calculat ion of the expansion coef f ic ients 
by i terat ion in a subroutine ITER, we obtain the scatter­
ing quantit ies from them in PHASE using a Fade approximant 
subroutine APPR, which calculates from a given set of ex­
pansion coef f ic ients a of a function f ( z ) * a +aiz+ . . . 
η о 
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the [NIM] Fade approximante v ia the algorithm of the rat io 
of tvo determinants, as given by Baker : 
f[N,M] 
<*>· 
"M-N+I 
M 
E a . „ζ 
j -я J-N" 
^l-N+l 
I 
I 
•M 
N 
^-N+2 "М+І 
Σ a. „A lz
J
---- E a.z J 
j-N-1 J - N + 1 j - 0 J 
I 
N-1 
^ + 1 
"M+N 
1 
where a. = 0 for j < 0, and those suma for which the ini-
tial point is larger than the terminal point are to Ъе 
omitted. 
All operations described here are performed in a 
subroutine BETTY. The flow of the program BETSAL is re­
presented schematically in fig. 7.1. 
We used θ points for each variable; by varying the 
distribution parameters с, c' and by increasing the num­
ber of points to 12 we found that the coefficients t were 
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,...«..... 
! 
input data 
MAIN 
1 integration points :d GAUSS 
IE 
· • - •-*• 1 ВЕТТГ 
Xr.Xi.V'.'i 'or 
| P , K ) S | I , I ) , ( I , W ] . ( W , I ) . | U 
EQUIVALENCE Q(i,w),Q(i,±i) 
P^T 
V must be calculated 
before Ql i.t i ) because 
it needs Q|i,w) 
G.G. 
Π 
GREEN 
I 
CPRI 
Q|w,w),Q|i,w) 
I 
mhomogeneous term 
V.Vw 
I 
DISK 
Oli.t i ) 
I 
iteration term t . 
H 
ITER 
PHASE 
1 
t [N.M] 
• 
Results 
APPR 
EQUIVALENCE Q | i , w ) , Q | i , ± i ] 
REWIND DISK 
ϊ READQd.w) 
. t INtl ^еКвК.^"1*^.«..! IN) 
g. I f № N m a l , w e can stop here, because 
•jj Tl"*1 |only serves as mput for 1 1 * * 1 · , 
•S and the τ ' 1 * 1 ' loop takes much time 
Т(И»1) 
[5G.K«tl"l 
READ Qli.ii) 
Fig. 7.1. Flow diagram of the program BETSAL. 
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given vith an accuracy of ^ lit for η < 8. Of course the 
inaccuracy would increase for higher order coefficients 
due to the iteration procedure, but the convergence of 
the Fade approximants vas sufficiently fast to stop at 
[U,U]. The inaccuracy in the scattering quantities then 
turned out to Ъе a few percent. 
Any program with a complicated algebra must be tested 
with some nontrivial checks. Unfortunately it is not possi­
ble to choose some special set of parameters for which the 
exact solution is known. The inhcmogeneous term V, V can 
easily be checked of course. In order to have some confi­
dence that the iteration procedure was carried out correct­
ly, we calculated the box diagram I I for phy­
sical values of the external momenta also without Wick-
rotation (for details see Appendix A). In that case the 
cuts remain on the real axis and the Feynman integral is 
calculated by contour integration in the к -plane. Instead 
of the relativistic cutoff . g •; - . g^.u we used here 
for simplicity a "straightforward" cutoff ƒ dk /_¿k0i 
"(2) 
and looked if the difference with t went to zero for 
Λ, A' ·*•"'. This calculation only provides a check on the 
(N+1) 
t -part of the iteration loop. The structure of the 
-part is however exactly the same (although much 
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more time-consuming), and therefore we considered this 
check to be sufficient. 
The theoretical applicability of the Fade method can 
be proved for any cutoff interaction (compact kernel), 
but ve also tested it in practice by considering the BBS 
approximation which has the qualitative features of the 
BS equation· The BBS equation can be solved in two ways: 
with matrix inversion (there is no memory problem here) 
after applying a Noyes-Kowalski régularisation, or with 
Fade approximants. The [Ñ,N] Pad! series converged indeed 
to the exact result, and in addition we got already an 
impression of the rate of convergence to be expected in 
the BS equation· 
Nov we will discuss shortly the changes which are ne-
cessary in the inelastic region. The program for these 
energies is called INEL. The difference with BETSAL is 
that now К becomes complex, and therefore also t, and 
+* 
Τ ψ Τ , so that there are now 3 independent quantities. 
These facts make INEL slower in operation than BETSAL. 
The numerical evaluation of ƒ G К t now gives 
' b) uu 
seme technical problems because in its present form it 
will give rise to accidental numerical instabilities, for 
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the follaving reason: 
Лпах 
Consider its structure J dkF(p(k) Q,(z(p,k)), where 
F(p,k) is a smooth function of ρ and k, and 
2(p,k) - [(/i-^p2*? -¿¿+Í)2-p2-Ts.2-M2+i¿]/2&L. 
Above inelastic threshold /s > №-2 the argument ζ can 
assume values between -1 and +1, and this gives the in­
tegral a nonzero imaginary part. But it is easy to veri­
fy that this can occur only in a narrow strip of the p,k-
plane· Then the imaginary part will be either mich too 
large or zero, depending on whether the integration points 
к on [О, к Ί "hit" the narrow strip or not. To avoid 
this the imaginary part of the integral is written as 
+1 
•J ƒ dz r— F(p,k)P,(z), and this form i s approximated ¿ - 1 »ζ ь 
Эк г* ~ϊ by averaging -r- F(p(k) over the interval l^lf+lj and in-oZ 
tegrating the remainder analytically (the precise calcu­
lation is somewhat more complicated because ζ is not for 
all values of ρ (0 < ρ < к ) a monotonie function of k). 
max 
The contribution thus calculated turns out to be extreme­
ly small, and there is in practice no difference between 
the results of BETSAL and INEL (e.g. η • 1). 
The last version, called REN0RM, includes the bubble 
propagator. This affects only the subroutine CPRI, which 
calculated ίγρ-Μ. It is replaced by PR0J, which calculates 
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forward from the expression for S(p) . 
The integration points y for the dispersion integrals 
η 
in A and В are constructed from Gaussian points χ on 
С
0
·
1 ! ty the l inear mapping 
cAs χ 
' η th с+Ла..(1-х ) ' th t n η 
The cutoff Λ i s bu i l t i n only for convenience, because ve 
need many asymptotic pointa for these in tegra ls , but don't 
want t o vaste them at in f in i ty . 
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C H A P T E R Vi l i 
COUPLED BBS EQUATIONS FOR ιτΝ SCATTERING 
The aim of t h i s chapter i s t o derive a set of cova-
r i ant integral equations for πΝ scattering with a more 
complicated interaction mechanism than only N exchange. 
I t i s then not advisable t o start immediately with the 
BS equation, but in order to avoid unnecessary numerical 
vork f i r s t study the BBS equation, because in simpler ca­
ses
 1 5
»
3 7
 t h i s turns out t o be a reasonable approximation 
t o the corresponding BS equation· As interact ion mechanism 
we choose the exchange of N and N ; in principle t h i s can 
already be studied with the f u l l BS equation without much 
extra ef fort, but now we also want t o introduce an addi­
t iona l coupling with a σΝ channel, where σ i s a scalar, 
i soscalar meson, which w i l l be treated as a stable par­
t i c l e here· The reason for th i s choice i s the evidence 
from similar N/D calculat ions, that such a mechanism i s at 
l east necessary t o explain the main features of the Р ц 
3 8 40 50 
part ia l wave ' > : the nucleón pole , the Roper reso-
nance and the large i n e l a s t i c i t y , which i s mainly due to 
a σΝ state experimentally (a ππΝ s t a t e in re la t i ve S-states 
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is also favored theoretically). In that case the resulting 
BS equations beccane too complicated to be solved at present; 
our hope is then that the BBS equations are adequate for a 
preliminary investigation. The numerical results vili be 
given in the next chapter; here ve only formulate the in­
tegral equations and discuss s'orne technical details con­
cerning the potentials and the numerical solution. 
1. The BS equations 
The BS equations for the T-matrix, from vhich ve vili 
derive the BBS equations, have the form 
Т
Л І
<Р\Р»Р>- ν..(
Ρ
·,
Ρ
)+χ j ^ Tsfrr V p , ' k ; p > · 
.G (k;P)c(k)V .(k,p) 
η ni 
The subscripts 1,2 symbolize πΝ-resp. oN-statea. The alge­
braic expressions for V, С and G vili be given below.' 
The equations decouple in 2 pairs, one for each value of 
j. Since our interest is πΝ scattering, ve vili only need 
j • 1, but if ve are going to solve the equation vith ma­
trix inversion, ve need them all; of course, the amplitu­
des for j • 2 are determined by the same potentials as 
those for j • 1. The diagrammatic representation for j • 1 
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° TP*?'—7~\'— Tp-P 7
 Τ\""*^ ~ρ ~ 
л 
Ι P-k 
+ ISTE 
7P*k 
TT = " 
• • ш м ^ к ^ ^ Ь ^ і ^ ^ s a a i 
С*** 
Ь + Ρ Vl2 + 
• ч ^ ^ * ЖЕ *чл/^ 
û i ! - ί λ 
Vii + 
лл/* 
'21 
"іГг 
σΝΝ 
ЗІ-ІГ: 
л/ * 
^ » 
22 
[УЧЛА 
лллД—— 
Fig. 8 .1 . The coupled BS equationa in diagranmatic form. 
is shown in fig. 8.1· The potentials are given by 
цСк.р) - E vfi (k,p) 
A 
with 
Vn(k,p)= -G2[iY(p+k)+M] ÄN(p+k) 
and 
V?i(ktp)- - 4 X2DP+k-p) {irip+kJ-M*} ¿Р.Лр+к). 
α β
ν 
. (Р-к+р)Л Δ (р+к) 
^ IT 
Here 
AA(q) - (<l2+m| - ί ε ) " 1 , 
with пц, = M and ш • M , and 
Я* 
З «) · 36ee - Ve + 7 ^« в5 + φ- Ve · 
The IP-exchange potent ia l i s derived from t h e i n t e r a c t i o n 
Lagrangian 
jg - λ(φ3 ψ)*" + herm. c o n j . , 
ІШГ"
 w 
where the spin J part ic le н i s described by a U-vector 
spinor f i e l d ψ in the usual Rarita-Schwinger 9 0 way. The 
coupling constant λ can be r e l a t e d t o t h e width of the N 
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resonance
3 I
 ; the precise connection w i l l be given la ter 
on· The other potent ia ls are 
Vl2(k.p) - -10Г
о 1 г а [Ыр+к)-М]у5ур+к) , 
V2i(k.p) - - ΐ 0 Γ
σ Ο
γ 5 ( ι γ ( ρ « 0 - Μ ] Δ Ν ( ρ + ΐ 0 and 
V22(k,p) - -r^QiYCp+kJ-MJAjjCp+k) . 
The isospin i s treated separately in sect ion 3· Final ly 
О
п
(к;Р) - Д
п
(ІР-к)Д
н
(ІР+к) , 
with η • 1, 2 representing reap, ν, σ, and С(к)-іу(jP+k)-M. 
The potentials in their present form give rise to a 
singular kernel in the integral equation. Without the N -
term the kernel would only be marginally singular, and one 
subtraction Δ
Ν
(ς)> ¿«(l) - Δ«(<ΐ) " t h e n sufficient for 
régularisation (see chapter V). In the next section we will 
choose the N -propagator in such a way that the same sub-
traction also regularizes the и contribution· 
2. BBS approximation 
This amounts to the replacement 
O
u
(kiP) -> wi6(k
o
-k°)0
n
(k); 
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with 
k
o " К Ф І \ ' ( к 2 + м 2 ) 1 · \ " (k 2 ^) 1 . "d 
i? + ^ 
V"k (\+ Mk ) -8- ί ε 
Without risk of confusion ve v i l i use к as U-vector as v e i l 
as absolute value of c m . 3-moraentum. The procedure of sand-
viching the equations betveen h e l i c i t y apinors proceeds in 
exactly the ваше way as vas done in the BS equation v i th 
N exchange. I t should be noticed that the BBS approximar-
t ion does not put the intermediate nucléon on i t s mass 
s h e l l , and therefore the coupling v i th the v-spinors re -
mains. The potent ia ls v ' lk ) V . (k ,p)v , (p) can nov be 
ρ n i λ 
v r i t t e n i n the form 
х
п
(ЮхЛр)· . . . 
2М/(Е •MÌCR+M)' 2pk i n " ' 'λρ 
vhere 
^ ^ x p - - ( 7 ^ - ^ β ^ ) + + ^ ^ ) J 
for A - Ν, Ν" , 
ν 1 2 ( Ϊ . Ϊ ) λ ρ - - і ^ - ^ ) [:2X(F?2)_ + 2p(F?2) J . 
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with 
ζ, • Íp2+k2+m2-ie-(p +k )2"|/2pk and χ = cos θ . 
А ^ А о о -' pk 
The functions F for N-exchange are given hy 
( F ? l ) t = G2N t[}M(l-2e)+n] , 
Л),-ог
оНН
н;|:*м(і-2в')+п] , 
(F22L - г^.рщі+гві+о] 
Here N t , , and П are the same as in chapter V.3, and NJ 
and ' are derived from the unprimed quantit ies Ъу inter­
changing u(p) and v(p) . The я term requires a more de­
t a i l e d explanation. The well-known d i f f i cu l ty i s that the 
original Rarita-Schwinger propagator strongly diverges for 
high momenta (the numerator 'Mi3), and one subtraction w i l l 
not Ъе suf f ic ient for régularisat ion. In dispersion theory 
the usual procedure has been 9 1 to evaluate the numerator 
of the N exchange term between physical s ta te s on the 
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jf 
mass s h e l l of t h e Ν , which leads t o t h e o f f - s h e l l momen­
tum dependence of a s c a l a r p a r t i c l e . On t h e other hand, 
our approach i s based on equations off t h e mass s h e l l , and 
i f we a l so want t o r e t a i n some of t h e s e e f fects i n the N 
p o t e n t i a l , a compromise must be found. We decided t o t r e a t 
t h e " s p i n J p a r t " {ίγ(ρ+ΐΟ-Μ } e x a c t , i . e . o f f - s h e l l , and 
t h e remainder as i f i t were sandwiched between phys ica l 
s t a t e s , and evaluated on the N mass s h e l l (p+k)2+M = 0. 
The r e s u l t i n g propagator has t h e o f f - s h e l l momentum depen­
dence of a spin J p a r t i c l e , and t h e same s u b t r a c t i o n 
Δ (q.) •* Δ (q) - A.(q) as was used in t h e N-exchange po-
ΓΓ Ν*
 Λ 
t e n t i a l wi l l now also regularize the N term. The whole 
procedure i s ambiguous of course, but one may hope that 
th i s ambiguity mainly rescales the overall strength of the 
force, and does not change i t s qualitative properties. Af­
t e r some algebra, which is very close to the on-shell cal­
culat ion 9 1 , we then obtain the following expression: 
Ν*
1
 Τ * 1 
( F u I =CN± [-¿2—{ίί+(2ΜΘ+Μ*) } • {Ω+(2ΜΘ-Μ*) } + 
1 1 ' 
M * 
Η
2 
Ρ 
* ^ 
•ίΩ 
E +Μ 
-/з*2М(1-
» • \ «_і-*ч 
•е)}+ 
Ε -M 
ρ* (Ε"+Μ) 
with 
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Е " - І ( М " + ^ ) , ρ"2 - E-'-M 2 . 
м" 
ζ« . [Μ2+1-β+2Ε"(Ε"-Μ*)]/2ρ m
2 
and 
Ζ » ρ +k , 
Σ » Ε - ω 
. 2 
С » ^ λ
2
.Up*1 . ( Л м ) 
i s a new πΝΙΓ coupling constant, related t o the lr-vidth Γ 
Μ г 
Ъу С • -χ. 1.6 experimentally. The usual on-shell ex-
.
 3 p 
pression i s obtained by substituting Ω-*- ^в, Ζ -*• Ζ and θ * 1. 
3« Part ial vave decomposition 
The only nev feature compared with e l a s t i c πΝ scatter­
ing i s the scalar nature of the σ-meson. The change of in-
tr ina ie parity m the processes irN ·• σΝ implies a change 
in orbital angular momentum because of parity conservation. 
Thus, for example, a P-wave wN s t a t e couples v i th a S-vave 
σΝ s t a t e . In Appendix В ve derive the formula for the par­
tial-wave amplitudes Τ » expressed in terms of the h e l i -
c i t y amplitudes: Τ?* - (Τ ) ^ ± ( - 1 ) e " 1 ( T J ) . Thus, for 
Γβ TS TT Γβ +— 
a quantity of the form 
re
 r t
 λρ ' 
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F r B(P.Ì) X p » Xp(î)xx (Ρ)ΙΙΑ+Ι»λρ В] , 
or - xJ(k)xx(p)[2XA+2pB] , we v i l i get 
+1 J* F 
re 
(p.k) - ƒ dx[ÀPJTj(x)+ BPJtj(x)] , 
i f в • 1 (πΝ fined state), and 
Л
 + 1 
f„(p,k) « l_y ««[ÂPJ±1(x)+ BPj.jíx)] , 
i f a • 2 (σΝ final state)· Exhibiting explicitly the de­
pendence on the u, v-apinore by introducing Greek upper 
indices for then (1,2 •v u,v), and omitting the partial 
vave labels and the energy dependence in T, the partial 
vave equations can now be written as 
Ä P . P ' ) -ν?ξ(ρ,ρ· ) • E /kdk K^(p,k)C(k). 
1 J i J
 η,ν ο
 ι η n 
„Vß/ 
with 
. T^(k,p·) (8.1) 
K^(p.k) - tl6ir2Mk(Elr+H)]-1E V^íp.kíC^ík) . 
u 
Here 
c"(k) - -гм-лм^ . 
12 21 
C
n
 ( k )
 "
 C
n
 ( k ) ш
 V k · " ^ 
C
n
2(k)
 - - \ \ · 
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v i t h w = ( i /в + к11 - E )/M. The potentials are given by 
• «J-JÍ-V^IÍ-A» +ві1 δη1 ß ^ M ^ V " 
Final ly , the physical scattering quantit ies η and £ for 
πΝ -*• πΝ can be obtained from the re lat ion 
11 2іб 
Τιι(5,5 ) - Ιβπ? /s(E+M) n , e 2 i " 1 (Θ.2) 
U. Régularisation 
For a numerical solution we must regularize the 
Green's function s ingularity i n Eq. ( 8 . 1 ) . This can be 
done in variais ways. The simplest method i s to make a 
straightforward subtraction in the kernel, and then solve 
the equation by i terat ion with the Padé method, as i s des-
cribed in ch. 111*3· I t turned out, however, that the Fade 
approximants did not always converge in a convincing way, 
and therefore we only used th i s method as a numerical check 
on another régularisat ion procedure, which bears some re-
semblance with the Noyes-Kowalski71 method, and which 
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works ав fo l lava: Let T. .(a t p) • Т. . ( p f 5 . ) t where $. i s 
i j i j j j 
defined above the j t h threshold by /s1» E*"" + ш^' with 
E^^ • / p + M 7 and ω ^ ' » /5?+m?' , and s imi lar ly for V 
J J J 
ν . - ί α , ρ ) * V . . ( p f p . ) . Define furthermore 
XJ x j J 
V i " *п.і+ ап / k d k C n ( k ) T ^ ( l ' k ) » 
nj nj η * η nj 
with 
a
 . (/в-М-т )Γθπ2ρ (E^Uí ) ]" 1 
η η ·- ^п
 J
 ' 
and 
R i n ( a . P ; v . k ) - kGn(k) [ i K ^ Í P . k ) - a n V i n ( a , p ) 6 v l ] , 
then we have for 
Τ. .(α,ρ) - Σ Τ. (α,ρΚΑ*1) . ij * im t t r mj 
m 
the regularized equation 
Τ. . ( α , ρ ) " V. .(α,ρ)+ Ε ƒ dk R. ( а , р ; ,к)Т . ( ν , к ) , 
η , ν О 
(8.3) 
л. 
from which Т. .(α,ρ) can be found by matrix inversion: 
ι J 
Τ - ( i L - R j ' V . Moreover A - ( l - b ) " 1 , with 
b -a ƒ kdkG (k) [τ (1,k)-T ( l , p Л+а Τ ( 1 ,ρ )I , 
nm η
 ;
 η ·- nm · nm
 ttf
n-
1
 η nm '^n η · 
о 
where 
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» . /в+М+m 
I - ƒ kdkG (к) - TT? (log + iit) . 
n
 о
 n 2 / β
 /ï-M-m 
η 
л. 
Then ve can a lso calculate Τ • AT, from which б and η are 
derived v ia ( 8 . 2 ) . Because the numerical problems in s o l ­
ving Eq. (8.3) v i t h matrix inversion are negl ig ib le с can-
pared t o those of the BS equation i n chapter V ve only 
mention here, that the Gaussian points χ on the interval 
n 
\Ь,І] are mapped on [θ,»] v ia у - n , and that in ge-
n 
neral 12 points vere suf f ic ient t o obtain a stable result 
( i n acme caaes 16 points vere necessary). 
5. Isoapin 
Finally the isospin decompoaition must be performed. 
Because the σΝ s t a t e i s pure I • I, the coupling only 
occurs in t h i s s t a t e . Let us f i r s t treat the IT-exchange 
term, which does not couple t o σΝ because of i sosp in con­
servation. The isospin factor of the diagram 
i s given by the product of tvo 
Clebsch-Gordan coef f ic ients Г С*
 0 С* „ , vhich can 
n
 1 »в n J a s n 
be rewritten in Cartesian isospin components a, 0 of the 
pions as - J C V T ¿ 1 + 2 6 e 0 " U ( P i ) e 0 + ( Р ^ в в · ^ 8 " * 0 " 
the I· -factors for I • ( j ) are (. ) . The coupled equations 
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in the I • J channel have the following ieospin structure: 
( T l l L - - ц т . т + ц т τ ( Т ц ) . +
 1 2 т ( Т 2 1 ) а , 
(T2l ) B » V2lTe + ν 2 1 τ γ ( Τ η ) γ ο • 2 2 ( Т 2 1 ) 0 , 
( Т і 2 ) $ » 1 2 т е + ν 1 1 τ γ τ 0 ( Τ 1 2 ) γ + 1 2 т в Т 2 2 . a n d 
Т 2 2 - 2 2 + V 2 1 T e ( T 1 2 ) ß + 2 2 Т 2 2 
Now ve can write 
<*ii>
eB -
 Tn(Pj)aß - т п · І V e 
( T l 2 )
s
 - Τΐ2· 75> τ 0 and 
Then, multiplying the f i r s t equation with 4- T a T · ^id the 
З о е 
second and third equation with -7* т . , and using the pro­
pert ies τ
α
τ
α
 - 3 . ν
α
τ
β
τ
α
 - - 3 and Л / і і " - 9 · w e 
get in compact notation 
T.. • с . V . . + Г с V. Τ . IJ i j iJ _ m m nj 
with 
Уз
1
 1 
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C H A P T E R IX 
RESULTS MD DISCUSSION 
In t h i s f inal chapter ve v i l i present and diacuss the 
numerical resul ts obtained by solving the BS and coupled BBS 
equations, as described in the chapters V and VIII resp. The 
following parameters are kept at the ir experimental values: 
m » 1, M - 6.72, M* - 8.85, g2., • lb.6 and С » 1.596. The 
тт тти 
cutoff mass Л vili always be adjusted to produce in the P33 
partial wave the N* resonance at its physical position. Then 
there are no free parameters in the BS equation, whereas in 
the coupled BBS equations m and the oN coupling Г still 
can be varied. Let us first discuss the results of the BS 
equation. Considering only the ladder graphs we must choose 
Л * 15·7; the resulting 633 phaseshift, calculated with the 
programs BETSAL below, and INEL above the inelastic threshold, 
is shown in fig. 9.1. The agreement with experiment is satis­
factory below the resonance. In particular we find for the 
scattering length азз » 0.206, to be compared with the ex­
perimental value азз * 0.2\5 * 0.005« Above the resonance the 
phaseshift does not rise sufficiently fast, and becomes al­
most constant ('v 120°), whereas the experimental phaseshift 
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1.1 1.2 1.3 U 1.5 1.6 1.7 
CM energy in GeV 
Fig. 9.1. The P33 phase shift, resulting from the BS and 
BBS equations. 
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keeps rising· This seems to be a caramon defect of all "simple" 
models for nN scattering, and is presumably due to the fact 
that at these energies the coupling with other channels be­
comes more important, and must also be taken into account. 
The inelasticity above the π-production threshold is experi­
mentally not very appreciable, but still not negligible, 
whereas we do not find a measurable deviation from η * ^. By 
including the bubble graphs the force in the P33 channel be­
comes effectively stronger, as can be concluded from the new 
value of the cutoff Λ • 10.5. This value is in fact below the 
lower bound Λ - 2M-2, for which our model is valid in the 
energy region /s* < 2M; this region will now only extend to 
^1.75 GeV. The phaseshift, calculated with the program REN0RM, 
and also shown in fig. 9·1, does not change below the re­
sonance, and only reaches now a somewhat higher maximum of 
о . . . . . 
M 30 . Even now, after inclusion of 3-particle umtar i ty , no 
appreciable i n e l a s t i c i t y i s found (^ "1%). This negative re­
su l t was a lso obtained with the BBS equations sat is fy ing 3-
part ic le unitar i ty 5 2 . A possible reason i s the s impl ic i ty 
of the N-exchange ladder potent ia l . Within the Ys-theory one 
can think of vertex corrections or higher order terms in the 
irreducible kernel, but i t seems t o us more l i k e l y from the 
physical point of view, that the introduction of ππ interac-
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t ions i s necessary, as i s suggested in ref. 52. Because t h i s 
would require a separate study, i t has not been investigated 
further here. For completeness we a lso looked at the other 
P-waves. In these channels the forces due to N exchange turn 
out to Ъе weak, and the Born term i s already a good approxi­
mation. This result i s similar t o the old Chew-Low theory 3 ' ' . 
Because the precise numerical values have l i t t l e s igni f icance, 
we only give a global description. Р З І and PJ3 are small and 
negative, in qual i tat ive agreement with experiment, contrary 
to Р ц , which comes out small and pos i t i ve . Also here the in­
e l a s t i c i t y i s neg l ig ib le . These resul ts are almost the same 
for the ladder and the bubble graphs. Thus we may say that 
the bubble graphs mainly rescale the interaction strength, 
and do not appreciably change the behavior of the ladder 
graphs in the low-energy region. In a l l these calculations 
i t was suf f ic ient t o calculate the [3,3] Fade approximant 2 2 . 
Going t o Q*,1*]· which takes 30% more time than [3,3] , only 
affects the 3 decimal of the scattering length. By varia­
t ion of the distr ibut ion and the number of integration points 
the numerical error in the scattering length was estimated 
t o be a lso a few percent. The rate of convergence of the Fade 
approximants has been discussed already for potential scat ter­
ing in chapter IV.k. Similar phenomena are observed here in 
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Fig. 9 . 2 . g 2 versus Λ at e l a s t i c threshold s = 59.6 for 
some Fade approximants. On th is scale [ 3 § 3 ] , О*·1*]! e^d 
[j>»5] coincide. 
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the BS equation. As an example we plot in f i g . 9.2 the coup­
l ing strength for which the f i r s t bound s ta te occurs at 
threshold in the P33 s t a t e against the cutoff Λ. We see that 
| j , i ] cannot produce, even for i n f i n i t e cutoff, abound s tate 
below g2 ъ 66, whereas the exact solution already gives a 
bound s t a t e for Л > 22 at g2 * ^h.6. This s i tuat ion should 
be compared with that of f ig . U.6. In order t o verify our 
expectation from potential scattering we also studied the 
З ц s t a t e , in which for g2 » 6 a bound s tate at threshold 
i s produced for Л-^Іб; t h i s was indeed reproduced already 
with reasonable accuracy by | j » í ] · In order to estimate the 
importance of the off mass-shell character of our equations, 
we looked what happened with the я , i f the coupling to the 
v-spinors i s removed by substituting for the function 
С (fcf^O o f Table I (chapter V.3) the projection operator 
on the u-spinors -2M δ 6 , . I t turned out that the force r
 wu w'u 
had become much weaker; one might hope to get the я back 
at i t s physical posit ion by increasing Л, but t h i s new value 
of Л, i f i t e x i s t s at a l l , i s already in the region where 
the Fade method turns out t o be unrel iable. Thus we can not 
say pos i t i ve ly that there i s no resonance, but only that the 
equations are changed drast ica l ly . The bad result for the 
?ll wave, as mentioned above, i s not so surprising because 
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for example the nucleón pole i s not taken into account. In 
principle th i s can be done in two ways: by incorporating in 
the potential e ither the nucléon as an elementary part ic le 
pole , or sane mechanism which generates i t dynamically. In 
the BS equation the f i r s t p o s s i b i l i t y leads t o d i f f i c u l t i e s , 
because the i teration, of the pole term require additional 
renormaliaations, and the result ing self-energy and vertex 
corrections are d i f f i c u l t to ca lculate . This i s in contrast 
with the s i tuat ion in N/D equations, or in the propagator 
model, discussed in chapter VI .3 . The second way also leads 
to more complicated equations, but here we have the hope that 
these may be studied by using the BBS approximation, because 
for N-exchange alone the BBS phase-shifts turn out to be on-
ly s l i g h t l y different from those of the BS equation. This i s 
shpwn also in f i g . 9.1 for the P33 wave. The cutoff must now 
be chosen as Λ = 10.9 ( i t i s worthwile to note here that 
the use of a different type of cutoff may change the phase-
sh i f t appreciably; for example, with the non-covariant cutoff 
Λ' 
ƒ dk we found a much faster decrease of 633 above the reso-
o 
nances than with covariant cutoff ΛB B S)· The s i tuat ion here 
i s similar t o that of the bubble graphs with respect t o the 
ladder graphs, in the sense that for low-energy scattering 
the i n e l a s t i c contribution in the ladder BS equation appear 
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Fig· 9 ·3 · The Р ц phase shift as a function of /a1 f or 
various values of У22 (v i th Ύ12 "physical") for m = 3,5 
and kt5. The dotted l i n e gives the experimental phase 
sh i f t . 
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to affect mainly the overall strength of the force. Thus we 
are led to consider the model described in chapter VIII. The 
motivation for choosing N and IT as particle-exchange forces 
is that, according to the reciprocal bootstrap idea ^ 6 , they 
seem to be the most important ones to generate н and N res-
pectively. By inclusion of N -exchange the value of the cut­
off is shifted to Λ,,^ ,, - 11.1, which implies that in contrast 
with the on-shell situation 9 1 , this force is weakly repul­
sive here. The 633 phaseshift and the scattering length 
азз = 0.227 do not change. These numbers will not be affected 
anymore by the σΝ coupling, because this coupling only exists 
in the I = i states. Without σΝ coupling the force in the 
Pll channel is not sufficiently strong to produce a resonance 
(the phaseshift rises slowly to a maximum of ^65 for s = 200, 
and ai 1 = O.OT1*) or a bound state. This result also differs 
from i t s on-shell analogon ^ 7 . Turning on the σΝ coupling, 
the phaseshift first decreases and becomes negative, and then 
starts turning over. This is shown in fig. 9·3 for m = U.5 
and some different values of the coupling strength 
^ ш/*1" Ξ ^22· F o r У22 ^ '•О a resonance is produced at inelas­
t ic threshold. Its position moves to the left with increasing 
Y22· We have also plotted the phaseshift if m = 3·5 for 
У22 = ^ 0 · Because of the lower inelastic threshold the over-
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Fig. 9·Ί· The bound state position s Q as a function of 
У22 (with Yi2 "physical") for m • U.5. 
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a l l f i t i s now aomewhat better, but the resonance remains 
s t i l l much too sharp. These resul ts agree with what i s found 
in ref. Uo (BHT). Also the behavior of the i n e l a s t i c i t y pa­
rameter η above i n e l a s t i c threshold, a rather sharp dip 
followed by a slow increase, i s similar to what BHT find. 
I t i s of course clear that within a model which treats α as 
a stable part ic le and with a rather high mass compared t o 
the one-pion production threshold one should not expect any 
agreement with the experimental values of η. I t i s possible 
that, treat ing σ as an unstable part ic le with a mass d i s t r i ­
bution which s tar ts at the 2ir-threshold t t h i s aspect would 
improve considerably. In the bound s ta te region s < (М+1)2 
the T-matrix has a pole at the physical nucleón posit ion 
s
 ш
 M2 for У22 ж 10.75· I f Y22 increases the pole moves ra­
ther rapidly t o lower energies ( f i g . 9 · Ό ( contrary to the 
conclusion of BHT that the pole posit ion i s not very sens i­
t i v e to variations of уц 9 2 . Our conclusion i s that within 
t h i s framework i t i s not possible to reproduce simultaneous­
ly the N pole and N' resonance (Roper) at approximately the ir 
experimental posit ions with the given one-particle exchanges. 
Moreover the N' width w i l l be too small. In order t o examine 
whether we can improve at least the qual i tat ive behavior 
of the phaseshift by varying the coupling between the πΝ and 
I53 
F i g . 9 . 5 . The Р ц phase sh i f t as a function of /s 1 f or 
m * U.5 and var ious values of (422* Yia)» where Yi2 i s 
determined from t h e requirement t h a t t h e hound s t a t e po­
s i t i o n i s at t h e nucleón po le . 
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Fig. 9 .6 . Beat f i t a for the Р ц phaae ahift as a function 
of /a for vari< 
of (Y22t Y i a ) · 
ious m , obtained from independent variation 
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σΝ channel, we will now neglect the fact that this inter-
channel coupling ОГ ,™Ат = Y12 i·3 determined by 422 (if 
G ia fixed), and consider y\2 as an independent parameter 
as is also done in ref. 38. The requirement that the N pole 
keeps its physical position at s = M 2, provides then a new 
determination of y 12 а з α function of Y22· I n fig· 9·5 we 
show the resulting phaaeshifts for some values of Y22· and 
m = U.J. The corresponding values of Yi2 become small for 
increasing Y22· Although the phaseshift turns over less 
steep than in the "physical" case, no reasonable fit is 
found. Another policy is to fit the phaseshift as good as 
possible by varying -<\2 independent of Y22· regardless the 
position of the N pole· For some values of m best fits are 
shown in fig. 9.6; for the lower σ masses the cusp effect, 
caused by the transition from a P-state to an S-state, pre­
vents a good fit above inelastic threshold. If m increases, 
the values of (Y22i Y12) f o r which the best fit is obtained 
come closer to the "physical" value and the overall fit seems 
to be somewhat better. It is useful to compare the phase-
shifts for fixed Y22 and different values of γ^· Take for 
example m = k.5 and Угг = '•O; the relevant curves are al­
ready presented in figs. 9·3-9.6. For Y12 = 0 the phaseshift 
is positive and rises slowly, for у\2 ~ 8 (fig· 9·5) it is 
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negative and atarte turning over already, for the "physical" 
value Yi2 • ^І^.б Y22 ^  2U.2 a resonance is produced close to 
threshold (fig. 9.3)1 which for γΐ2 * 6θ has moved to the 
physical H' position (fig. 9.6). At the same time the phase-
shift is smoothed out and fits the experimental curve rather 
well. The N pole however moves rapidly to the left if Y12 
increases. The dependence for different masses shows that 
also here higher values of m give better results (the pole 
position moves slower). The conclusion is that the behavior 
of the phaseshift can indeed be improved considerably by in­
creasing the value of У12 with Y22 fixed, and that this cal­
culation favors somewhat higher σ-masses. At this point it 
is tempting to speculate about the possibility that an in­
dependent increase of the interchannel coupling might be 
realized by an additional term in the off-diagonal poten­
tials V12 and V21. A natural canditate would then be the 
n-exchange term, which is likely to be important because 
of its long-range character. In the BBS approximation such 
a term will violate unitarity, as is easily checked, but 
there are no objections against its inclusion in the BS e-
quation. It would be interesting to see what happens in such 
a model, if in addition we treat the o-meson more realisti­
cally as an unstable particle. On the basis of our study of 
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the BBS equations there i s indeed some hope for a reasonable 
description of the Р ц vave in that case. Final ly, br ie f ly 
summarizing the main resu l ts of t h i s chapter, ve can say 
that 
( i ) the ladder BS equation with N exchange describes the 
P-waves reasonably wel l , except Рці 
( i i ) inclusion of the bubble propagator mainly rescalee 
the strength of the interact ions; 
( i i i ) the i n e l a s t i c i t y i s negl igibly small; 
( iv ) the Padi method converges rapidly, but in the P33 
wave \jt\} i s a bad approximation, in accordance with 
the evidence in potential scatter ing; 
(v) for N exchange the phaseshifts of the BBS and corres­
ponding BS equations are very s imilar; 
(v i ) the coupled BBS equations can only produce a zero 
and a N' resonance in the phases hi f t 6 ц of the Р ц 
channel, i f the σΝ coupling i s su f f ic ient ly strong; 
in that case however the N pole comes out much too 
low, and the R' width too small; 
( v i i ) б ц can be reproduced by varying the interchannel 
coupling independently; 
( v i i i ) i f m increases, t h i s f i t becomes better, and also 
the N pole comes closer t o i t s physical pos i t ion. 
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A P P E N D I X A 
In chapter VII ve mentioned that as a check on the 
i terat ion terms of the BS equation ve calculated the f i r s t 
i terat ion (box diagram) in a different way. Here ve v i l i 
shortly describe hov t h i s vas done· We use the notation of 
"uu Ch. V. Only the calculation of the physical T-matrix Τ 
Ä VU 
v i l i be done e x p l i c i t l y ; the computation of Τ proceeds 
in exactly the same way. 
The partial-wave T-matrix 
* ΐ6πρ / a 1 I * 
corresponding vith the box diagram . 1 1 c a n 
be vritten as 
-¡•¿у /dk ƒ dkG(k.k )q Σ vit(k.k )C
ij(k.k )vjt(k,k 0 . 
О -« 1|J"1 
vhere 
vl.<k-koK>.*o»*.V· ití^^í-C^^o^'Po5 · 
Cl1=cuut Cl2._cuvt czu.cvu^ c 2 2 . c w > 
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Because the potential V i s a l inear ccmbination of Q. 
and Q. t 1> the part between square brackets has the form 
C 1 (k,k o )Q2(z)+C2(k,k o ) ( i2 t i ( z ) + C3(lc,k o )Q l (z)Q l t 1 (2) i 
i W(k,k ) , 
with ζ - - [k2+p2+M2-iE-(k +p ) 2 l/(2k5) . 
0 0 
The к -integration will now be performed by contour inte­
gration. The singularities in the к -plane are the k poles 
ü)-(k) of G(k,k ), and 2 cuts coning from the Q.-functions, 
and located at 
к • -| * /(5+Xk)2+M2-ic' , -1 S λ < +1 . 
A characterist ic s i tuat ion i s drawn below. 
ωχ and (03 pinch for к - p. By taking the principal value 
at к • f in the k-integration we get the real part of the 
box diagram. The imaginary part, which corresponds with the 
contribution of the pinching s ingularity, needs not t o be 
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calculated since it is given Ъу elastic unitarity« 
The polea vili never touch the cuts, because there 
cannot he a πΝΝ vertex vith all three particles physical. 
We close the contour in the lover half plane; the sod-
circle at infinity does not contribute, as can be easily 
checked, and ve get 
/ dk .1 • -2iri(R3+R(J + ƒ dk Disc. I , 
vhere R3 and Нц are the residues of the integrand I at the 
poles ÜI3 and шц resp., (к ) ± • -ρ +/(p + к) 2 + M2, and 
Disc. I • I(k +it)-l(k - ie ) . 
о 0 
Working out the pole contributions more explicitly, 
ve get 
1 " j k r 'aW »HW
 1 
vithw(k)»v(k,(ü(k)) . 
This integral is divergent, because for large к ve have 
^ (k,ü) (к)) -ν. к' and С1,3(к,(и (к)) * к, and therefore 
ι* η η 
ν (к) «χ« к 2, which implies a logarithmic divergence. Since 
η 
the complete boxdiagram ie finite, this divergence must he 
cancelled by a similar one in the contribution of the cut. 
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In order to get rid of this difficulty we изе a cutoff Л 
Л 
for high momenta, which we choose as f dk. 
о 
The discontinuity Disc. I has the structure 
Gík.^jC^k^J^íí+iElQ^íz+ieM^-iejQ^íz-ie)], 
with -1 < ζ < +1. 
Using 
+1 P.U') 
Q,(z*i8) » J ƒ dz' -r r , 
Γ i z^e-z' · 
and 
+1 P.d') 
the form between square beackets becomes -iir(P (z)Qf,(z) + 
+
 P.iizlQ.fz))· Then, after a change of the integration 
variable к to ζ, the cut contribution can be written as 
о ' 
о -1 ro о 
•PzU)Q4U)+C2(k,ko(z)).Pti1(z)Qlt1(z)+ÎC3(k,ko(z)). 
.{P^zÌQ^^z)* Plt1(z)Qt(z)r| 
where 
ko(z) • -ßo +/p:£+kz+Mz+2pkz' . 
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As a function of ζ the integrand has logarithmic 
a ingular i t ies at ζ - +1, coming from Q,(z). They can be 
dealt with numerically by making tvo subtractions. 
Now, in the BS equation a different type of cutoff i s 
used, and therefore a comparison with i t s f i r s t i terat ion 
can only be made i f both cutoffs •* « · In that case the 
question ar i ses i f i n t h i s l imit the sum of pole- and cut-
contributions i s numerically s table. In the P33 part ia l 
wave t h i s was indeed the case, and the resul t agreed very 
wel l with the f i r s t i terat ion of the BS equation. But, for 
example in the Р ц part ia l wave, the cancel lat ion between 
the two contributions was so large that their sum was un­
stab le , and thus t h i s method of calculating the box graph 
does not always work. The problem can always be avoided 
however by calculating the box diagram with dispersion 
techniques. 
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A P P E N D I X В 
For the convenience of those vho are not familiar 
with the h e l i c i t y formalism, ve summarize here i t s most 
important concepts and fórmalas, as far as we need them in 
the sect ions 5-3 and 8.3 · 
The h e l i c i t y operator Σ of a part ic le v i th momentum 
• * . 
ρ is the component of its angular momentum along the di-
* - > • 
rection of motion: Σ • — ^ . For a given paorticle with mass 
I P I 
m and spin s , a complete orthogonal set of s t a t e s i s formed 
by the simultaneous e igenstates of the l inear momentum and 
h e l i c i t y operators. They can he label led by the ir eigen-
. - * • . . , . 
values |ρ,λ>. The eigenvalue λ of Σ i s cal led the h e l i c i t y 
of the par t i c le ; i f m ^ 0 i t can have 2s+1 values λ = - s , 
- s + 1 , Φ . . , s; for m = 0 there are only two p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
λ = + s . Since ρ transforms as a vector, and the angular 
momentum J as an axial vector, Σ i s a pseudoscalar. There­
fore the h e l i c i t y does not change under rotat ions, and 
changes sign under re f l ec t ions . The phase factor, which a 
one-particle state acquires under ref lect ion i s called the 
in t r ins ic parity of the par t ic le . Two-particle s ta tes are 
conveniently described in the c m . frame by a s t a t e vector 
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|ρ·θ»Φ»λ11^2*1 where ρ,θ,φ are reap, the magnitude and po­
lar angles of the relative momentum ρ « pj • -Рг· Because 
p, Xj and λ2 do not change under rotations, ve may also 
use the eigenvalues j,m of J , J (J • J1+J2) to label the 
states, instead of θ,φ. The relation between these two com­
plete orthogonal sets i s given by 
|p,j,mjX1,X2>=Nj ƒ dil D^ J (й) |ρ,θ,φ;λ1,λ2> 
Here λ • λι-λ2, and Ώζ.(η) i s the matrix corresponding to a 
rotatie» over the Euler angles φ,θ,-φ in the irreducible 
representation S) . N. i s a normalisation factor, which ve 
choose • / τ in order to make the transformation unita^ 
rity. Since only spin 0 - spin} systems will be considered 
here, ve can omit λ2(= 0)· The plane-wave states are assumed 
to be normalised as <ρ,}μ|ρ;Χ> • 6(p-p')á, » in that case 
ve have <PiX|p,j,m;X> • N. D¿* ((l). 
Our scattering problems are described by a T-matrix 
<?';μ|τ(Ε) |pjX>, vhere E i s the total cm. energy; the off-
shell character i s not important in our considerations here· 
The decomposition in T-matrix elements vith definite angu­
lar momentum i s made by inserting tvo complete orthonormal 
sets of angilar momentum states, which gives 
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Σ Σ < P , ; w | p , . J , i m , ; u > < P , , j , , m , ; p | T ( E ) | p , j , m ; X > 
j n j ' m ' 
<p,j,m;X|p,X> = Σ Σ Ν. ,D J " ( i l · ) . δ . . ,δ , . 
. < p , ; w | T j ( E ) | p ; A > . N ( . D J x ( n ) . 
Here we have used r o t a t i o n a l invar iance of t h e T-matrix. 
• * Choosing the z-axis along p, t h e second D-function reduces 
t o δ , , and t h e r e s u l t i s 
l l i i i D i u ( n , ) < p , ; w i T J ( E ) i p i X > 
After some obvious changes in notation the decomposition 
finally becomes 
Т
Х и
(р.р') = Σ (j
 +
 ä)TJXvj(p,p')DJx* (η) . (BI) 
J 
Using the or thogonal i ty property 
fdíl D^dl iD· 5 ' (tl) « I j r δ . . , δ ^ __ 
' λμχ νρ j+¿ j j ' λ+ρ,μ+ν 
we obta in from t h i s t h e pro jec t ion formula 
δ ^ ж Τ") ( ρ , ρ ' ) = rr Jdíí , Τ, (р.рЧв* 5 (Ω ,) 
λ+ρ,υ+ν λν 2π J ρ ' λμ *** νρ ρρ' 
The symbols Я a r e now labe l led t o avoid confusion: Ω , means 
the d i r e c t i o n of p ' , and il , t h e Euler angles of the r o -
PP 
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tat ion around the axis ρ * ρ' which brings ρ t o ρ 1 , with 
the z-axia along p. 
In our case the T-matrix occurs in equations of the 
Lippmann-Schvinger type ( 5 . 1 ) : 
VP.P ' ) " VP 'P , ) + τ I d 3 k к Х а ( р * к ) Т 0 у
( к
»
р , )
 ' 
Now we apply t o t h i s equation the projection formula for 
ν • λ, ρ • μ. Because of the group property of the D-
functions 
D^  (П ,) - Ζ D^  (0 . )D'' (tl . ) 
λμ pp' λν pk νμ κρ' 
we get 
TJ ( Ρ , Ρ ' ) - vj ( Ρ , Ρ · ) + E l ƒ k2dk Jáo^ Κ
λ
 (p,{). 
a v o 
.DÌ (il . ) . — ƒ dn , Τ (k.p'jD 0 (Ω ι) , 
λν pk 2ir ' ρ' σμ *e νμ κρ' • 
which reduces t o 
TJ (Ρ,Ρ') - ^
у
( р , р ' ) + 2* ƒ k2dk Σ K¿o(p,k)T¿u(k,p·). 
o a 
The decomposition in part ia l waves i s now completed by 
using the f a c t , that the interact ions , considered by us , 
conserve pari ty . Under parity operation a two-particle an-
gular momentum s t a t e |p,j»ni;Ai,X2> w i l l transform as (see 
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section V of réf. Ui ) 
J-Bl-e2 
#ΊΡ».5·ιη;λι,λ2> - mnzí-i) |p.J.mi-X1,-X2> . 
Here η.» в. are reep· the intrinsic parity and spin of 
particle i. 
We vili be concerned with πΝ states and σΝ states. 
The intrinsic parity of N and σ is +1, whereas for π it is 
-1. We introduce an index r to distinguish πΝ states (r=l) 
from σΝ states (r=2), and drop the dependence on ρ and m. 
Then the parity rule can Ъе written eis 
?|j;x,r> - (-1) j- i + r |j;-X,r> 
For a parity conserving interaction the physical T-matrix 
satisf ies Τ « 93" Τ IP. This implies for the matrix ele­
ments <оіи,в|т|j;X,r>= (T~ ). the symmetry property 
ΓΘ Ay 
(Τΐ
β
)
λ μ - (-і)
Г 4 в(тІ
в
).
ч
.
у
 . (B2) 
Normalized parity eigenstates with eigenvalues (-1) are 
constructed from the helicity states by taking the linear 
combinations 
TS i (|ό;λ,Γ> t (-i)
r
"
1|j;-x,r>) Ξ J j*;r> 
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The T-matrix for def inite angular momentum j and parity 
(-I)" 5*' ia then <j*;3 | τ | j*ir> Ξ Т^* . 
The connection with the h e l i c i t y amplitudes i s given 
by 
гг
5
* - (Τ5 L + ( - l ) r + 3 ( T j ) .
 + ( - i ) r - 1 ( T j ) + 
rs rs λμ гз - λ , - ν - χ v rs -λ,μ -
Γ3 λ , - μ 
Using (B2), th i s reduces t o 
TJ* = (т^ ) + ( - l ) 3 " 1 ( T ^ ) = (T^ ) +( П1""1?1?^ ) 
rs
 U
r s
; X W -
v | ; u
re
, X,-w ν Γ 8 ; λ μ ± ^ - υ Ur3 J-X,v 
We will take λ « μ • +s. Different choices for λ and μ only 
j* . . . . . 
change Τ by a possible minus sign, which is a matter of 
rs 
definition. The integral equation for (Ί* ). is written 
schematically as 
(•Г1 h = (VJ h + Ε Ε (К0,.), (T¿ ) 
гз λμ rs λμ . rt λα ts σμ t о 
Indicating the values of the h e l i c i t y indices by the ir s igns, 
we have more s p e c i f i c a l l y : 
and 
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Addition and subtraction of these two equations then leads, 
after application of (B2) to the last terms on the r.h.s., 
to 
T J ± m r3* + E K¿* TÍ* 
rs rs rt ts 
A priori (B2) only holds for the physical T-matrix. I t i s 
eas i ly seen however, that i f V and К sa t i s fy (B2) (which 
can be e x p l i c i t l y veri f ied in the expressions, given in 5«3 
and 8 . 3 ) , then the uniqueness of thfe solution of the in te­
gral equation implies (B2) also for the o f f-she l l T-matrix. 
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S A M E N V A T T I N G 
In dit proefschrift zijn enkele berekeningen beschreven 
voor πΝ verstrooiing bij lage energie, uitgaande van de Bethe-
Salpeter (BS) vergelijking. Dit is een uit de veldentheorie 
afgeleide lineaire integraalvergelijking voor de relativis­
tische Green's functie, die het gedrag van een systeem in 
ruimte en tijd beschrijft. De hiermee corresponderende ver­
strooiingsamplitude heeft de eigenschap dat voor de deeltjes 
in de tussentoestand de relativistische energie-impulsrelatie 
niet geldt, d.w.z. ze zijn van de massaschil af ("off-shell")· 
Dit is in tegenstelling tot vergelijkingen gebaseerd op dis­
persierelaties, zoals N/D vergelijkingen, die volledig "on-
shell" zijn. Een bezwaar van deze laatste is dat het in re­
kening brengen van inelastische effecten, zoals productie­
processen, die experimenteel voor πΝ verstrooiing al optre­
den bij relatief lage energie, moeilijk is. In de BS verge­
lijking echter geeft het geretardeerde karakter van de rela­
tivistische interactie aanleiding tot veel-deeltjes tussen-
toestanden, en daardoor automatisch tot inelasticiteit. Dit 
maakt het interessant om te onderzoeken wat de BS vergelij­
king in het concrete geval van irN verstrooiing voorspelt. 
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Voor practische berekeningen is het noodzakelijk de kern van 
de integraalvergelijking te vereenvoudigen, b.v. door alleen 
de laagste orde term van zijn reeksontwikkeling in de koppe-
lingsconetante mee te nemen ("ladderbenadering")· wat corres-
pondeert met het meest perifere deel van de interactie. De 
resulterende integraalvergelijking is wegens de spin van het 
nucleón niet van het Fredholm type, maar kan geregulariseerd 
worden met een cutoff. Dit is hier gedaan op een covariante 
manier door een subtratie in het scalaire deel van het uitge-
wisselde nucléon te maken. De hierdoor ingevoerde vrije para-
meter wordt vastgelegd door te eisen dat de NM resonantie in 
het P33 kanaal de experimentele positie heeft. Hoewel de ver-
gelijking nu wel Fredholm is, blijkt een oplossing m.b.v. 
matrixinversie in de praktijk toch moeilijk uitvoerbaar te 
zijn, omdat de dimensie van de kern te groot is voor het ge-
heugen van gangbare computers. Het is echter mogelijk de op-
lossing te vinden door uit de termen van de iteratiereeks 
Padé approximanten te vormen. Het is bekend dat deze methode 
bijzonder effectief bepaalde divergente reeksen aanmeert; 
hier blijkt ze ook haar nut te hebben als numeriek hulp-
middel, o.a. omdat minder geheugenruimte vereist is. Om enig 
inzicht te krijgen in de convergentiesnelheid van Padé ap-
proximanten zijn eerst enkele eenvoudige potentiaalmodellen 
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bestudeerd· I.h.a. ів de convergentie bevredigend, maar de 
laagste orde approximant [j|l] kan aanzienlijk afwijken, in 
het bijzonder in de hogere partiele golven van potentialen 
met een scherp gedrag in de oorsprong· Een dergelijk gedrag 
vordt inderdaad ook gevonden in de ladder BS vergelijking 
met N uitwisseling. De oplossing leidt tot een goede be-
. . . н 
Bchrijving van de P33 golf beneden de N p o s i t i e , met een 
verstrooi ingslengte азз • 0.205 (experimenteel азз « 0.215+ 
0.005)· Boven de resonantie s t i j g t de phaseverschuiving 633 
minder snel dan de experimentele, en bereikt een maximum­
waarde van ^120 . Wegens de eenvoud van N u i twisse l ing 
heeft het weinig z in hiermee andere part ië le golven in de-
t a i l t e bestuderen. Volledigheidshalve vermelden we de re -
sultaten voor de andere P-golven, δ ^ en 6^1 z i J n k le in en 
negatief, in kwalitatieve overeenstemming met het experi­
ment; 6ц daarentegen i s k le in en pos i t i e f , vol ledig ver­
schi l lend van ¿ и « Kwalitatief zi jn deze resultaten ana­
loog aan die van het Chew-Low model. De i n e l a s t i c i t e i t i s 
overal zeer gering. Een mogelijke reden voor dit laats te 
zou kunnen zi jn, dat 'in de ladderbenadering s lechts een ge­
deelte van de vee l-deel t jes tusaentGestanden meegenomen 
wordt, wat o.a. t o t gevolg heeft dat boven de ine last i sche 
drempel u n i t a r i t e i t gevioleerd i s . In het energiegebied 
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waarin productie van één pion mogelijk i a , kan u n i t a r i t e i t 
hersteld worden door een laagste orde renormalisatie van de 
nucleón propagator in de Green's funct ie . Het b l i j k t echter 
dat deze "bubble" propagator al leen de kracht e f f ec t i e f 
sterker maakt, en na nieuwe aanpassing van de cutoff aan 
de ΪΓ p o s i t i e verandert de s i t u a t i e maar weinig. Men kan 
natuurlijk niet verwachten dat met N ui twisse l ing al leen de 
voornaamste karakteristieken van lage energie πΝ verstrooiing 
gereproduceerd kunnen worden; hiervoor zi jn ingewikkelder 
mechanismes v e r e i s t . Het inbouwen hiervan in de BS verge­
l i jk ing brengt echter de nodige technische problemen met 
zich mee. Om toch een indruk te krijgen van wat in zo'η ge­
val verwacht kan worden, i s de BS vergeli jking bestudeerd 
in de Blankenbecler-Sugar (BBS) benadering. De resulterende 
vergeli jking i s technisch aanzienlijk eenvoudiger op t e l o s ­
sen wegens de afwezigheid van de "re lat ieve energie" vari­
abele, die de BS vergeli jking zo gecompliceerd maakt« De 
BBS vergeli jking i s covariant, en voldoet in zi jn eenvou­
digste vorm aan e las t i sche u n i t a r i t e i t voor a l l e energieën; 
in f e i t e i s het een Lippmann-Schwinger vergel i jking met re -
l a t i v i s t i s c h e kinematiek. Voor N ui twisse l ing bl i jken de 
resulterende phaseverschuivingen in de P-jgolven s lechts 
weinig af te wijken van die van de corresponderende BS ver-
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gelijking. In de hoop dat deze eigenechap blijft gelden voor 
gecompliceerder mechaniamee, ia tenalotte een BBS model be­
studeerd, bestaande uit N en И uitwisseling, en koppeling 
met een σΝ kanaal, waarbij σ een βcalair iaoscalair meson 
ie, dat hier als een stabiel deeltje beschouwd wordt· Deze 
keuze is gemaakt op grond van analoge on-shell berekeningen, 
die speciaal gericht waren op de Р ц golf, waarin de phase-
verschuiving een nulpunt en een resonantie ("Roper") heeft, 
gepaard aan een aanzienlijke inelasticiteit, en het nucleón 
zich als gebonden nN toestand manifesteert als pool in de 
verstrooiingsamplitude. De teller van de IT propagator is 
niet eenduidig bepaald, en is zo gekozen dat dezelfde sub-
tractieterm die in de N propagator gebruikt is, ook de N* 
uitwisseling regulariseert. De cutoff wordt weer aangepast 
aan de И resonantie in de P33 golf; het blijkt dat de N -
term hier weinig invloed heeft. Aandraaien van de σΝ kop­
peling verandert niets aan de I » 3/2 golven, omdat σΝ een 
zuivere I • J toestand is. In de Р ц golf krijgen we de 
volgende resultaten: voor voldoende sterke σΝ koppeling is 
het mogelijk een pool, een nulpunt en een resonantie te 
produceren, maar de pool ligt veel lager dan de fysische 
N pool (de positie is zeer gevoelig voor de σΝ koppeling), 
en de resonantiebreedte is veel te klein. Door de koppe-
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l ing tussen het ιτΝ en σΝ kanaal a ls onafhankelijke parame­
ter t e beschouwen i s het mogelijk de б ц faseverschuiving 
t e reproduceren, hoevel de poolposi t ie t e laag b l i j f t . 
De s i t u a t i e wordt beter voor grotere m . Met een s tab ie l 
σ-meson wordt de i n e l a s t i c i t e i t natuurlijk niet correct 
gereproduceerd; het i s echter mogelijk dat d i t aspect ver­
beterd kan worden door σ meer r e a l i s t i s c h a ls instabie l 
deel t je t e behandelen. Voor de Рц golf i s ook nog een 
ander model onderzocht, nl. een uitgebreide vers ie van de 
nucleón "bubble" propaganda, waar de bubble zelfenergie 
diagrammen met herhaalde emissie en absorptie van л zowel 
a ls σ bevat. Dit model heeft het voordeel dat de nucleón 
pool met het correcte residu al automatisch i s ingebouwd. 
Na met de σΝ koppelingsconstante de verstrooiingslengte 
а ц ge f i t te hebben, b l i jkt het mogelijk t e zi jn de phase-
verschuiving t e laten ombuigen, hoewel geen resonantie be­
reikt wordt. Voor het onderzochte geval m = 2.2 i s de in­
e l a s t i c i t e i t n iet onaanzienlijk. Concluderend kunnen we 
zeggen dat voor de hier beschouwde mechanismes r e l a t i v i s ­
t i sche o f f-she l l vergeli jkingen globaal analoge resultaten 
geven als on-shell vergeli jkingen, en dat zonder σ-neson 
vrijwel geen i n e l a s t i c i t e i t gevonden wordt. 
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STELLINGEN 
1. De af le iding van de part ie le golf BS vergel i jking voor 
een apino-spin J systeem, zoals gegeven door P. du T. 
van der Merwe, Phys. Rev. Jj*¿, 1257 (1966), i s onjuis t . 
2 . De uitdrukking voor de bubble-propagator in een scalaire 
theorie met t r i l i n e a i r e in terac t i e , die door enkele au-
teurs gebruikt i s , i e a l leen correct voor ge l i jke externe 
en exchange massa's. 
H.J. Levine, J . Wright en J.A. Tjon, Phys. Rev. 
157. 1Π6 (1967). 
V. Chung en P.R. Sinder, Phys. Rev. 1б2. 1б39 
(1967). 
3. Een onjuiste formulering van de volledigheidseis in niet-
relativistische verstrooiingstheorie kan leiden tot de 
misvatting dat de causaliteitsvoorvaarde een overbodige 
eis is. 
I. Saavedra, Nucí. Phys. (19б2). 
U. In réf. 83 van dit proefschrift is aangetoond dat de Padé 
methode ook werkt voor bepaalde types singuliere potenti-
alen. Het kan plausibel gemaakt worden dat dit niet het 
geval is voor potentialen, waarvan het singuliere deel 
uit een hard core bestaat, tenzij er in het geheel geen 
regulier deel is. 
5. Bij het beoordelen van geschiktheid van wetenschappelijk 
werk voor publicatie staat men nog relatief te weinig 
kritisch tegenover het numerieke aspect. 

6. Heroriëntering op oude meesters heeft in de kunst vaak 
tot nieuwe creatieve impulsen geleid· In dit verband 
verdient het oevre van Orlando di Lasso een aanzienlijk 
grotere aandacht dan tot nu toe het geval is. 
7· Het ia mogelijk dat in de binnenste korst van pulsars 
stabiele transuranen voorkomen· 
8. De gebruikelijke indeling van het werk van van Beethoven 
in drie stijlperioden is artistiek niet gerechtvaardigd. 
6 mei 1971 H.M. Nieland 


